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Abstract 
 

Anthropogenic and natural aerosols affect the Earth’s radiation budget both in direct 

and indirect way. The direct aerosol effect on Earth’s radiation budget is caused by 

direct scattering and absorption of solar and thermal radiation, and can be quantified by 

the radiative forcing. In this study, shortwave direct aerosol radiative forcing 

(SWDARF) is estimated by using satellite observation data and climate modeling, and 

the uncertainties of estimated SWDARF are discussed.  

In 2006, the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations 

(CALIPSO) satellite was launched with the space-borne lidar, CALIOP (the 

Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization). CALIOP, for the first time, 

provides us with a global data of aerosol and cloud vertical profiles [Winker et al., 2009, 

2013]. In addition, CALIOP has capability to detect aerosols existing above the 

optically thick clouds which are not observed by passive remote sensing and ground 

based lidar [Winker et al., 2010]. Several studies reported that absorbing aerosols above 

low-level clouds produce a large positive forcing over the Atlantic Ocean off southwest 

Africa [e.g. Keil and Haywood, 2003; Chand et al., 2009]. SWDARFs of aerosols above 

clouds have never been estimated in the global scale using observation data. 

I investigate four scenarios for estimating the SWDARF at the top of the atmosphere 

(TOA) using data of CALIPSO lidar and data of MODIS sensor. The first scenario, 

which is called as clear-sky case, is the case that aerosols are observed in clear-sky 

condition. High cloud reflectance changes the SWDARF from negative to positive 

[Haywood and Shine, 1997]. Hence, I made three scenarios under cloudy-sky condition. 

The first is a case of aerosols existing above clouds (above-cloud case). The second is a 

case of aerosols existing below high-level clouds such as cirrus (below-cloud case). The 

third is a case of aerosols undetected by CALIOP lidar exist below/within the optically 

thick clouds (cloudy-undetected case). The cloudy-sky SWDARF is calculated by 

SWDARFs of above-cloud, below-cloud, and cloudy-undetected cases weighted by the 

occurrence probability of each scenario. The all-sky SWDARF is then calculated by 

combination of clear-sky and cloudy-sky SWDARF weighted by the cloud occurrence 

probability. In this study, the global scale estimate of cloudy-sky SWDARF is 

performed for the first time by using observation data. My analysis of the CALIPSO 

Version 3 product shows the occurrence probabilities in clear-sky, above-cloud, 

below-cloud, and cloudy-undetected cases are 38%, 4%, 16%, and 42%, respectively. 

This indicates that CALIOP can observe 58% of aerosols in all-sky condition, whereas 

the aerosol observation by passive remote sensing is limited only in clear-sky condition, 
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i.e. 38% of aerosols.  

In clear-sky and below-cloud cases, aerosols mainly scatter sunlight and SWDARF 

shows negative values, except for bright surfaces. On the other hand, SWDARF 

globally shows positive value in above-cloud case. In this case, the absorption of 

aerosols is enhanced by the high reflectance of clouds and changes the SWDARF at 

TOA from negative to positive. As for the cloudy-undetected case, I assume the 

SWDARF to be zero, because optically thick clouds dominantly scatter the incident 

sunlight. The above mentioned method of analysis is applied to CALIPSO Version 2 

and Version 3 products to obtain SWDARFs between 60°S and 60°N under clear-sky, 

cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions as 3.7±0.8, 3.7±0.7, and 2.0±1.2 Wm2. The 

result indicates the difference of the version of the CALIPSO product is as large as 50% 

in all-sky forcing.  

According to previous studies of the global aerosol model intercomparison project 

AeroCom, SWDARF simulated by MIROC-SPRINTARS is smaller negative than the 

mean value of other model estimates [Yu et al., 2006; Schulz et al., 2006; Myhre et al., 

2013]. In this study, SWDARF is also calculated by the latest version of MIROC 

[Watanabe et al., 2010]. In the MIROC model, the optical properties of aerosols and 

clouds are separately calculated in SPRINTARS aerosol module and mstrnX radiation 

module. By detailed investigation of aerosol optical thickness (AOT) and and single 

scattering albedo (SSA) from the two modules, I found that the mstrnX AOT and SSA 

are smaller than those of SPRINTARS, because aerosol size indices of mstrnX is 

different from that of SPRINTARS in order to save CPU time. In order to make the two 

modules consistent with each other, I modified the interface between the two modules to 

set common optical aerosol models with 6 size bins of mineral dust, 4 types of 

carbonaceous aerosols, sulfate, and 4 size bins of sea salt. In this study, this new model 

is referred to as the SPnew model. I confirmed that AOT of each aerosol component and 

SSA of mstrnX agree with those of SPRINTARS within 4% in the SPnew model. 

Absorption of dust and carbonaceous aerosols becomes smaller from the standard model 

to the SPnew model. Zonal averages of SWDARF between 60°S and 60°N under 

clear-sky, cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions change from 2.0, +0.3, and 0.7 Wm2 in 

the standard model to 2.1, 0.1, and 1.1 Wm2 in SPnew model. 

The vertical profiles of aerosols are globally observed by CALIPSO lidar under 

clear-sky condition. High concentrated aerosols are globally observed by CALIPSO 

lower than 2 km altitude; in particular, aerosol extinction coefficient is larger than 0.05 

at altitude lower than 1 km. On the other hand, the aerosol extinction coefficient in 

SPnew model is underestimated globally below 2 km altitude, while aerosols are 
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elevated up to 7 km altitude around source regions of carbonaceous aerosols and dust in 

the model. These results indicate that aerosols are transported higher than the 

observation in a vertical direction, but are hardly transported in a horizontal direction in 

MIROC.  

I compared the the obtained geographical distributions of AOT and SSA from 

satellites and models. The geographical distribution of CALIPSO AOT is found similar 

to that of MODIS observations, while CALIPSO AOT is smaller than MODIS AOT by 

20%. Compared with CALIPSO and MODIS AOT, SPnew AOT is underestimated in 

almost all regions. This causes smaller negative SWDARF under clear-sky condition in 

the model. It is also found that under clear-sky condition the aerosol extinction 

coefficient of SPnew is smaller below 4 km altitude and larger above 4 km altitude than 

that of CALIPSO. The ratio of CALIPSO AOT to SPnew AOT (CALIPSO AOT / 

SPnew AOT) is 2.14 below 4 km and 0.29 above 4 km altitude. In order to study the 

effect of this difference, I performed a model simulation that aerosol concentrations 

multiplied by 2.14 below 4 km altitude and 0.29 above 4 km altitude in the SPnew 

model. This simulation is referred to as the SP4km experiment.  

Zonal averages of SWDARF between 60°S and 60°N under clear-sky, cloudy-sky, 

and all-sky conditions are calculated in the SP4km experiment as 3.2, -0.3, and 1.7 

Wm2. The zonal average AOT between 60°S and 60°N for SP4km is comparable to 

CALIPSO AOT and the modeled SSA is overestimated, but the zonal average of 

clear-sky SWDARF for SP4km is smaller negative than CALIPSO by 0.5 Wm2. This 

difference is mainly caused by an underestimation of aerosol extinction coefficient 

below 2 km altitude over ocean in the Southern Hemisphere. 

MIROC frequently simulate optically thicker clouds than observation. Off southwest 

Africa, absorbing aerosols emitted by biomass burning in Africa are transported above 

low-level clouds. Aerosols usually undetected below 1.5 km altitude by CALIPSO 

observations in above-cloud case, whereas aerosols are simulated from surface to 5 km 

altitude in the model. In cloudy-sky condition, the modeled SWDARF is more positive 

than the observation, because the absorption of aerosols within/above clouds is largely 

enhanced by higher cloud reflectance derived from optically thick clouds. Over central 

and northern Pacific, optically thick clouds are simulated from the lower to upper 

troposphere in the model, so that clouds mainly scatter sunlight and aerosols cause less 

negative forcing than the CALIPSO case. From these results, the cloudy-sky SWDARF 

in MIROC is considered to be smaller negative than that of CALIPSO.  

Summarizing the results in this study, I like to propose the best estimates of 

clear-sky and all-sky SWDARF of 4.1 and 1.9 Wm2. On the other hand, the global 
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averages of SWDARF from the past studies are 4.8±0.8 and 2.7±0.9 Wm2 under 

clear-sky and all-sky conditions [Liu et al., 2007; Kim and Ramanathan, 2008; Ma et al., 

2012; Zhang et al., 2012; Kinne et al., 2013]. My estimate of the clear-sky SWDARF is 

located in between the CALIPSO values obtained in this study and the average of 

previous studies. This conclusion suggests that both the satellite-borne lidar and 

modeling methods have their own characteristic errors in SWDARF estimation. The 

present analysis is considered to be useful to identify causes for errors found in this 

study. 
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1. Introduction 
Dust, sea salt, and volcanic sulfate are naturally emitted to the atmosphere as natural 

aerosols. Major sources of anthropogenic aerosols are, on the other hand, fossil fuel, 

biofuel, and biomass burning. Most of current global aerosol models treat natural 

aerosols, anthropogenic sulfate, black carbon (BC), and organic carbon (OC).  Some 

models simulate these species and anthropogenic nitrate and secondary organic aerosols 

(SOA). Anthropogenic and natural aerosols affect the Earth’s radiation budget both 

directly and indirectly. The direct aerosol effect is caused by direct scattering and 

absorption of solar and thermal radiation. The indirect aerosol effect is caused by the 

influence of aerosols that change the cloud microphysical and optical properties and 

also the cloud amount and lifetime by acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) 

[Twomey, 1977; Albrecht, 1989]. Moreover, absorption of solar radiation by aerosols 

can influence the atmospheric temperature structure and lead to evaporation of cloud 

droplets. This phenomenon is called the semi-direct aerosol effect [Hansen et al., 1997; 

Ackerman et al., 2000]. 

In this study, I focus on the direct aerosol effect, which can be quantified by the 

radiative forcing. Under all-sky condition, direct aerosol radiative forcing (DARF) of 

anthropogenic aerosols has been estimated by various global models as 

5.035.0  Wm-2 [IPCC, 2013]. The Aerosol interComparison project AeroCom 

(http://nansen.ipsl.jussieu.fr/AEROCOM) attempts to the understanding of global 

aerosol life cycle and its impact on climate by performing a systematic analysis of more 

than 16 different global aerosol model results in addition to a comparison with satellite 

and surface measurements [e.g., Kinne et al., 2006; Textor et al., 2006; Schulz et al., 

2006; Myhre et al., 2013]. DARF reported in IPCC [2013] was mainly based on the 

DARF simulated by the AeroCom models [Myhre et al., 2013]. AeroCom 16 models 

simulated the clear-sky and all-sky DARF of anthropogenic aerosols and resulted in 

mean values of 0.65 Wm2 and 0.27 Wm−2 in clear-sky and all-sky conditions, 

respectively. The range of clear-sky DARF was from 0.35 to 1.01 Wm−2 and that of 

all-sky DARF was 0.58 to 0.02 Wm−2. Several models did not include nitrate or SOA 

for the simulation. A correction of the model estimates for missing aerosol components 

leaded the mean all-sky DARF to be 0.35 Wm−2. There are still large uncertainties in 

DARF calculated by various global aerosol models that estimate the climate effects by 

aerosols. 

Total (natural and anthropogenic) aerosols are observed by ground-based and 

satellite-based measurements. AERosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET) [Holben et al., 

1998] and SKYNET [Nakajima et al., 1996] are the world-wide ground-based 
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observation networks to retrieve aerosol parameters (aerosol optical thickness (AOT), 

single scattering albedo (SSA), the complex refractive index, and the size and shape 

distributions from spectral and multiangular sun/sky radiometer observations. Although 

the high-quality observations come from ground-based observations, satellite 

observations cover the land and ocean on a global scale. Especially, aerosol 

observations by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensors 

aboard the Aqua and Terra satellites are well-known [e.g., Remer et al., 2005, 2008]. 

Validation of MODIS observations was conducted using AERONET observations over 

both land and ocean [e.g., Chu et al., 2002; Ichoku et al., 2002; Remer et al., 2002].  

Assumed retrieved errors of MODIS AOT are   05.003.0   over ocean, and 

  15.005.0   over land, where  represents AOT [Remer et al., 2005, 2008]. 

Remer et al. [2008] reported that the multiannual global averages of AOT at 550 nm 

over ocean were 0.13 for Aqua and 0.14 for Terra, and those over land were 0.19 for 

both Aqua and Terra; however, AOT over the bright surfaces (deserts and snow and ice 

surfaces) is not retrieved by using the dark target approach, because the observed 

radiance is dominated by the surface reflectance. It should be noted that the land AOT is 

the averages over the land except for desert regions and cryosphere. 

Recent studies about the clear-sky shortwave DARF (SWDARF) of total aerosols at 

the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) were summarized in Yu et al. [2006]. The satellite-based 

SWDARF was estimated to be 2.03.5   Wm2 and the model-based SWDARF was 

6.03.3   Wm2. The difference of SWDARF between observations and models were 

larger than the standard errors of observed and modeled SWDARFs. It is said that the 

MODIS-retrieved AOT tends to be overestimated by about 10 to 15%, because of 

contamination of thin cirrus [Kaufman et al., 2005]. Such overestimation of AOT would 

result in a comparable overestimate of SWDARF. The modeled SWDARF was smaller 

than the measurement-based SWDARF by about 30 to 40%, even after accounting for a 

cloud contamination.  

The global mean DARF at the TOA for anthropogenic and total aerosols were 

summarized in Fig. 1-1. On the global scale, aerosols mainly cool the Earth by 

reflecting sunlight back to space, that is, aerosols cause a negative forcing. The 

magnitude of the negative forcing for total aerosols is several times greater than that for 

anthropogenic aerosols. One of global aerosol models that have participated in 

AeroCom project is called Spectral Radiation-Transport Model for Aerosol Species 

(SPRINTARS) [Takemura et al., 2000, 2005, 2009]. The DARFs calculated by 

SPRINTARS are also summarized in Fig. 1-1. SPRINTARS simulated -0.71 and -0.14 

Wm-2 for the clear-sky and all-sky DARFs of anthropogenic aerosols, respectively. The 
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clear-sky forcing was comparable to the model average, while the all-sky forcing was a 

half the value of the model average. It could be that since nitrate and SOA were not 

included in SPRINTARS simulation. In view of different aerosol components simulated 

in different models, the SPRRINTARS all-sky forcing became close to the model 

average; however, the SPRINTARS clear-sky forcing became largely different from the 

model average. The clear-sky DARF for total aerosols was also simulated by 

SPRINTARS in the model and observation comparison exercises [Yu et al., 2006]. The 

clear-sky DARF of SPRINTARS was 1.7 Wm2; even allowing for missing aerosol 

components, the SPRINTARS DARF for total aerosols was smaller than DARFs by 

other studies.  

One of uncertainties in the evaluated DARF is the effect of vertical stratification of 

aerosols and clouds. Previous studies suggested that the all-sky DARF significantly 

depends on the amount of aerosols loaded above the cloud layer. In particular, absorbing 

aerosols as emitted from biomass burning above clouds produce a large positive forcing 

off southern Africa and South America [Keil and Haywood, 2003; Takemura et al., 

2005]. Haywood et al. [2004] used the vertical profiles of aerosols and clouds off the 

coast of southern Africa from aircraft measurements to demonstrate that MODIS 

retrievals exhibit a low bias in the cloud optical thickness (COT) and cloud effective 

radius. De Graaf et al. [2012] used data of passive satellite spectrometry from the 

ultraviolet to the shortwave infrared for estimating aerosol solar absorption by the 

above-cloud aerosols. The cloud optical properties were retrieved using three channels 

in shortwave infrared for calculating the cloud reflectance in the modeled aerosol-free 

condition. SWDARF was estimated by the difference of the cloud reflectance between 

measurements and modeled aerosol-free calculations. They reported that SWDARF of 

above-cloud absorbing aerosols off southern Africa was +23 Wm2 in August 2006.  

In 2006, the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations 

(CALIPSO) satellite was launched with the space-borne lidar, CALIOP (the 

Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization), as one of the NASA Earth System 

Science Pathfinder (ESSP) programs. CALIOP, for the first time, provided us with 

global data of aerosol and cloud vertical profiles [Winker et al., 2009, 2013]. Clouds and 

aerosols were discriminated using a combination of 532 nm backscatter magnitude and 

attenuated color ratio, which is the ratio of 1064 to 532 nm of attenuated backscatter 

intensity [Liu et al., 2009]. Vertical profiles of extinction coefficients for clouds and 

aerosols were retrieved from the extinction retrieval algorithms [Young and Vaughan, 

2009]. Winker et al., [2013] showed some aerosol characteristics retrieved by the 

CALIPSO measurements. In most regions, clear-sky and all-sky mean extinction 
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profiles for aerosols were similar; it implied that aerosol loadings in the lower 

troposphere are uncorrelated with the occurrence of high-level clouds. Diurnal 

differences of the column AOT was larger over land than over ocean. In addition, 

CALIOP can detect and retrieve aerosols above clouds [Winker et al., 2010], while these 

aerosols are undetected from ground-based lidar measurements. Chand et al. [2009] 

evaluated the direct aerosol effect over the Atlantic Ocean off southwest Africa using 

AOT of aerosols above optically thick low-level clouds quantified by retrieval methods 

of Hu et al. [2007] and Chand et al. [2008]. Chand et al. [2009] reported that the DARF 

largely depends on the fractional coverage and albedo of the underlying clouds: thus, 

cloud and aerosol profiling is significantly important for an accurate evaluation of the 

direct aerosol effect. 

In this study, the global all-sky SWDARF of the total (natural plus anthropogenic) 

aerosols is calculated using aerosol and cloud distributions of both CALIPSO 

observations and global aerosol modeling with SPRINTARS [Takemura et al., 2000, 

2005, 2009] for discussing the uncertainties of estimation of SWDARF from 

observations and models. Distributions of aerosols and clouds from CALIPSO and 

MODIS observations and satellite-based SWDARF are shown in chapter 2. I present a 

new method of improving aerosol optical modeling in the SPRINTARS and the 

radiation code in chapter 3. Comparisons between observations and model simulations 

are made in chapter 4 to study the sensitivity of the model simulation to the assumed 

aerosol characteristics. The overall results are summarized and discussed in chapter 5.  
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Fig. 1-1. Direct aerosol radiative forcing (DARF) at the top of atmosphere for 

anthropogenic and total (anthropogenic+natural) aerosols. Data of the all-sky and 

clear-sky DARF for anthropogenic aerosols ((anth, as) and (anth, cs)) are referred to 

IPCC [2013] and the simulation results of the AeroCom models (AeroCom) and 

SPRINTARS model (SP) [Myhre et al., 2013]. The clear-sky DARFs for total aerosols 

(total, cs) are estimated by the multi-satellite observations (obs) and multi-models 

(model) and SPRINTARS model [Yu et al., 2006]. 
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2. Direct aerosol radiative forcing of CALIPSO satellite measurements 
In this study, I use CALIPSO Level 2 Products Version 2 (V2) and Version 3 (V3) 

for investigating the 3D distributions of aerosols and clouds, and for estimating the 

all-sky SWDARF. Although the retrieval algorithms of V3 product are different from 

those of V2 product, the same aerosol model (lidar ratio, size distribution, and refractive 

index) [Omar et al., 2009] is used in V2 and V3 algorithms. The DARF depends on the 

3D distributions of aerosols and clouds, and also on the aerosol optical properties. This 

situation is convenient for me to evaluate the algorithm dependence of DARF on the 3D 

distribution of aerosols and clouds but with the same aerosol optical properties used in 

V2 and V3 algorithms. Monthly mean values of observation data are used for 

calculating the SWDARF between 60oS and 60oN for each month from 2007 to 2009. 

Aerosol and cloud fields from 60oS to 60oN are obtained from CALIPSO and Moderate 

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensors throughout the year. I need to 

cut the high latitude regions off from our analysis, because MODIS cloud optical 

thickness (COT) is not retrieved in the high latitudes, which is necessary for the all-sky 

SWDARF calculation (see section 2.4). I can explore higher latitudes up to 70°, but the 

sampling becomes uneven depending on the season; thus the resulting map may not be 

consistent.  

 

2.1 CALIPSO observations  

The CALIOP’s laser produces linear polarized pulses at two wavelengths (532 nm 

and 1064 nm) from a near nadir-viewing geometry during both day and night phases of 

the orbit; then, its receiver measures the total backscattered intensity at 1064nm and the 

parallel and perpendicular attenuated backscatter coefficients ( )(zpar  , )(zperp  ) at 

532 nm. The total attenuated backscatter coefficient )(z   at 532 nm is written as  

)()()( zzz perppar   ,                      (2-1) 
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where the subscripts p and m indicate particles and molecules including ozone, 

respectively, and ),0(2 zT  is two-way transmittance from the top of atmosphere 

(TOA) to the altitude z.  
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2.1.1 Level 2 aerosol and cloud products  

The CALIPSO level 2 data processing consists of the layer detection of aerosols and 

clouds, the scene classification which identifies these layers as clouds or aerosols, 

aerosol type, and cloud ice–water phase, and the retrieval of the profiles of particle 

backscatter and extinction coefficients [Vaughan et al., 2009; Winker et al., 2009].  

First, the detection of aerosol and cloud layers is performed [Vaughan et al., 2009; 

Winker et al., 2009]. Dense clouds can be detected from single lidar shots, but detection 

of layers for aerosol and weakly scattering clouds usually requires averaging of multiple 

lidar shots. In production data processing, layer detection is performed on single shots 

(1/3 km) and on profiles horizontally averaged over 1, 5, 20, and 80 km. To detect 

tenuous aerosol layers and avoid cloud contamination, cloud and aerosol layers found at 

finer spatial resolutions (less averaging) are removed before further horizontal 

averaging.  

Aerosol and cloud layers are detected in the atmospheric return signal as 

enhancements above the signal expected from the molecular background. The layer 

finding is performed using a threshold technique applied to a profile of attenuated 

scattering ratio R’(z): 

)(

)(
)('

z

z
zR
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 ,                           (2-3) 

where )(zm  is attenuated backscatter coefficients at 532 nm for molecules (m). The 

profile of )(zm   is estimated using the profile data of molecular and ozone number 

density from the Goddard Earth Observing System Model, version 5 (GEOS-5) analysis 

product available from the NASA’s Global Modeling and Assimilation Office 

(GMAO). 

Second, the scene classification is performed. Aerosols generally have relatively 

small values of )(z   and color ratio   , while clouds have large values of )(z   

and   . Color ratio    is  

1064

532








 .                            (2-4) 

The cloud-aerosol discrimination (CAD) [Liu et al., 2009] is driven by the following 

confident function:  
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where z is altitude. The function fCAD is a normalized differential probability that ranges 

from -1 to 1. According to the definition of function fCAD, the layer is classified as cloud 
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when fCAD ≥ 0 and as aerosol when fCAD < 0. The CAD score reported in the CALIPSO 

level 2 products is a percentile of function fCAD in the range from -100 to 100. The CAD 

score is the value of quality assurance of discrimination between aerosol and cloud for 

each layer and the absolute value of the CAD score provides a confidence level for the 

classification. 

   After aerosol and cloud layers are defined, the type of aerosols and clouds are 

determined. Aerosol layers are classified as one of the six CALIPSO aerosol types 

[Omar et al., 2009], while cloud layers are classified into two types, i.e. water or ice. 

The six CALIPSO aerosol types are desert dust, smoke, clean continental, polluted 

continental, marine, and polluted dust. Here, polluted dust is a mixture of dust and 

smoke aerosols. The aerosol types are determined by using the parameters 

(backscattering intensity, depolarization ratio, altitude, location, and surface type).  

Finally, the extinction retrievals [Young and Vaughan, 2009] are performed by using 

the layer information of aerosols and clouds. Optical thickness of particles (aerosols and 

clouds) is defined as 

dzz
z

z pp 
2

1

)( ,                         (2-6) 

where p is extinction coefficient and Z1 and Z2 are bottom and top altitudes of the 

particle layer. In the lidar retrieval, p is defined as 

ppp Szz  )()(  ,                         (2-7) 

where Sp is the lidar ratio (extinction-to-backscatter ratio). Sp depends on particle type 

and Sp at 532 nm for CALIPSO retrievals is listed in Table 2-1. In the CALIPSO 

analysis, the iterative calculation is performed for estimation of )(zp .  

 

2.1.2 Improvement from version 2 to version 3 product 

Level 2 Lidar data V3 product was significantly improved over previous versions. 

The daytime calibration procedures [Powell et al., 2010] and the cloud-aerosol 

discrimination algorithms [Liu et al., 2010] were improved from V2 to V3 algorithms. 

In the V3 algorithms, the layer detection module was modified for determining base 

heights of low-level aerosol layers correctly [Vaughan et al., 2010], then a cloud 

thermodynamic phase is determined using the method of Hu et al., [2009].  

In V2 product, the unexpected weakly scattering cumulus clouds are frequently 

included in the 5 km layer products. The layer detection algorithm using R’(z) and the 

cloud clearing were performed properly at 1/3 km and 1 km resolutions. In layer 
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detection processing, cloud and aerosol layers found at finer spatial resolutions are 

removed before the coarser horizontal averaging of R’(z). On the other hand, the CAD 

algorithm uses )(z   including cloud information, which is removed in the layer 

detection, at 5, 20, and 80 km resolutions and clouds are more classified in V2 

algorithms. In V3 algorithms, the cloud clearing from the layer detection is also used in 

CAD algorithms [Vaughan et al., 2010]. From this bug fixing, small scale clouds 

embedded in the extensive aerosol layer are more accurately cleared.  

In V2 product, very dense dust and smoke layers near source regions were 

frequently misclassified as clouds, because the scattering characteristics of dense dust 

layers are nearly identical to those of optically thin clouds in the 3-dimensional function 

fCAD-3D in Eq. (2-5), which is used for CAD algorithms. By adding dimensions of 

attenuated depolarization ratio    and latitude lat, a new 5-dimensional function 

fCAD-5D [Liu et al., 2010] was developed as  
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Dense dust and smoke layers located near the source regions were misclassified as 

cloud by the 3D algorithm used in the V2 product, while they were well separated from 

clouds in the 5D algorithm. Note that some very dense parts of aerosol layer appeared to 

be still misclassified as clouds in the V3 product. 

In the satellite lidar retrievals, the erroneous estimates of base altitude of highly 

absorbing and optically thick aerosol layers are occurred over bright surfaces during day 

time, because relatively weak backscattering from absorbing aerosols and very high 

noise can cause the return signal to fall below the detection limit. In V3 algorithms, 

aerosol base altitude is extended downward to 90 m above the top of the surface spike, 

if the following three conditions are satisfied [Vaughan et al., 2010]. The first condition 

is that the lowest layer is an aerosol and the altitude of initial layer base is within 2.5 km 

of the surface. The second condition is that surface echo was detected below the aerosol 

layer. The third condition is that the integrated )(z   at 532 nm from the surface echo 

to the initial base altitude is positive. After the readjustment of the aerosol layer base 

altitude, the retrievals of extinction and optical properties are conducted. Compared 

with the airborne high spectral resolution lidar (HSRL) measurement, AOT in V2 

product is obviously underestimated. AOT in V3 product is uniformly larger than that in 

the previous version and closer to the HSRL observation, due to the effects of base 
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extension procedure.  

In V2 algorithms, the cloud thermodynamic phase discrimination to classify water 

and ice particles is based on the layer-integrated   . It assumes that backscattered light 

from ice crystals is depolarizing, whereas water clouds, which are spherical particles, 

result in minimal depolarization. For water clouds,    can be large in CALIPSO 

observations because of multiple scattering, whereas horizontally oriented ice particles 

depolarize only weakly and behave similarly to water clouds. Based on theoretical and 

modeling studies, an improved cloud phase determination algorithm had been 

developed [Hu et al., 2009]. This new algorithm differentiates cloud phase by using the 

spatial correlation of layer-integrated )(z   and layer-integrated particulate 

depolarization ratio. Three cloud types (ice clouds containing randomly oriented 

particles, ice clouds with horizontally oriented particles, and water clouds) are included 

in V3 product.  

From these improvements, the misclassification of aerosols as clouds and 

overestimation of low-level cloud fraction are improved. In the V3 product, more 

aerosols are primarily detected in the boundary layer over the regions where dust, 

smoke, and polluted aerosols are frequently emitted. In addition, marine aerosols are 

more frequently observed over the ocean in southern hemisphere [Liu et al., 2010]. 

In this study, aerosol and cloud layers are defined when the absolute value of CAD 

score is higher than 70 for quality assurance of aerosol and cloud data in V2 and V3 

products. In Fig. 2-1, fractions of aerosols and clouds identified in my quality control 

procedure using V2 and V3 products from 2007 to 2009 for 1 km vertical bins from 

surface to 6 km altitude. The sum of fractions of aerosols and clouds are similar at all 

altitudes between V2 and V3 products. The aerosol fraction increases from V2 to V3 

product by 16% between 0 and 1 km altitude and by 9% between 1 and 2 km altitude. 

The change of fraction below 2 km was caused by a cloud clearing bug in the V2 

algorithm and improvement of aerosol base height identification scheme and CAD 

algorithms [Vaughan et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010]. 

 

2.1.3 Validation studies 

Kittaka et al. [2011] compared CALIPSO V2 AOT and Aqua MODIS Collection 5 

AOT. The global mean of MODIS AOTs, which were collocated with CALIPSO AOTs, 

was 0.08 to 0.12 depending on the applied cloud clearing method. When the most 

stringent cloud clearing was used, the global means of collocated CALIPSO and 

MODIS AOT were in good agreement, and the differences of AOTs were 0.007 and 

0.012 over ocean and land, respectively. However, regional differences are found, i.e., 
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CALIPSO AOT was lower than MODIS AOT over China, Middle East, and Europe, 

and was higher than MODIS AOT over central and southern Africa. Redemann et al. 

[2012] compared both CALIPSO V2 and V3 AOTs against Aqua MODIS AOT. 

CALIPSO V3 AOT was higher than V2 AOT and the monthly-mean AOT of CALIPSO 

V3 was comparable to that of MODIS within 0.03 and 0.04 over the ocean. CALIPSO 

AOT was generally lower than MODIS AOT. Omar et al. [2013] compared CALIPSO 

V3 AOT at 532 nm with the ground-based AERONET AOT at 500 nm. The mean 

difference of AOT for the two instruments was 25%. CALIPSO AOT was lower than 

AERONET AOT, when AERONET AOT was lower than 0.1. Possible reasons of AOT 

difference were cloud contamination, difference of viewing angles of two instruments, 

and inhomogeneity of aerosols. Winker et al. [2013] pointed out that the magnitudes of 

aerosol extinction of CALIPSO product might be underestimated in the upper 

troposphere, due to detection limits of the CALIPSO level 2 retrieval algorithms.  

 

2.2 Data  

In this study, aerosol and cloud products, surface albedo, and meteorological data 

are averaged to a horizontal resolution of 1°×1°. Analysis and radiation computations 

have also been performed with a horizontal resolution of 1°×1°. 

 

2.2.1 CALIPSO Level 2 layer products 

The CALIPSO Lidar Level 2 Cloud and Aerosol Layer Products Version 2 and 

Version 3 (https://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/project/calipso/calipso_table) of 5 km horizontal 

resolution are used for the radiation calculation. CALIPSO level 2 products consist of 

the properties of the atmospheric features (e.g., cloud and aerosol layers). In this study, 

AOT at 532 nm, cloud optical thickness (COT), top and base altitudes of aerosol and 

cloud layers, cloud-aerosol discrimination (CAD) score, and types of aerosols and 

clouds are used. The vertical stratification of aerosol and cloud layers can be examined 

by using these products, because aerosol and cloud layer altitudes are included in these 

products. The CAD score, in the range between -100 and 100, is the value of quality 

assurance of discrimination between aerosol and cloud for each layer [Liu et al., 2009]. 

The higher the absolute value of CAD score, the more confident the classification of the 

feature is. Liu et al. [2009] reported that the success ratio of classification of aerosols 

and clouds is larger than 90% in V2 product and 83% of the classified aerosols and 95% 

of the classified clouds have absolute values of the CAD score greater than 70. In V3 

product, the features tend to have higher and lower CAD scores than V2 product and 

most of unconfident products can be screened out by rejecting layers with |CAD| ≤ 20 
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[Liu et al., 2010]. In this study, aerosol and cloud layers are defined when the absolute 

value of CAD score is higher than 70 for quality assurance of aerosol and cloud data in 

V2 and V3 products. 

For computation of SWDARF from CALIPSO observations, refractive indices and 

size distributions of the six aerosol types of the CALIPSO aerosol model [Omar et al., 

2009] and cloud particles (water and ice) are used. Two ice particles, which are 

randomly and horizontally oriented particles, are included in V3 product. In this study, 

cloud mean radii for water and ice particles are 8 and 20 m and ice particles are 

assumed as spherical particles in radiation calculation. The external mixture is assumed 

for obtaining the optical cross section of air mass including aerosol and cloud 

components. SSA of aerosol particles is calculated with reference to refractive indices 

and size distributions of the CALIPSO aerosol model. Mean radius, geometric standard 

deviation (GSD), and calculated SSA of each aerosol component are listed in Table 2-2. 

Values of SSA derived from CALIPSO aerosol model may not be always realistic. For 

example, the SSA of the clean continental model is smaller than that of the polluted 

continental model, that is inconsistent with reported ground truth values; that of the 

mineral dust aerosol model is smaller than recent reported values from passive satellite 

remote sensing and ground-based measurements [Kaufman et al., 2001; Dubovik et al., 

2002; Yoshida and Murakami, 2008].  

 

2.2.2 MODIS observations  

The lidar beam is completely attenuated by optically thick clouds with COT larger 

than 3; thus the CALIPSO lidar is unable to detect aerosols and clouds under the cloud 

top of such an optically dense cloud layer. Instead, I use the COT derived by a passive 

satellite sensor, i.e., MODIS on Aqua satellite. The MODIS sensor, aboard the NASA 

Earth Observing System Terra and Aqua satellites, measures radiances in 36 channels 

including infrared and visible bands with spatial resolution between 250 m and 1 km. 

MODIS-derived COT in the daily product of Aqua MODIS Collection 5.1 level 3 

atmosphere product (MYD08_D3) [Platnick et al., 2003; Hubanks et al., 2008] is 

applied to the CALIPSO cloud profile when aerosols exist above clouds (above-cloud 

case) in radiation calculation from observation (see section 2.4). 

Surface albedo is one of important parameters that change the aerosol forcing at 

TOA [Nakajima et al., 2007; Kim and Ramanathan, 2008]. The MODIS surface albedo 

product, MCD43C3, is used in radiative calculation for observation. MODIS provides 

surface albedo data in 7 narrow bands and in three broad bands (visible, near-infrared, 

and shortwave). MODIS global albedo data are at a 0.05° by 0.05° spatial resolution 
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[Schaaf et al., 2002; Roesch et al., 2004]. The albedo products include black-sky and 

white-sky albedos for direct and diffuse beam, respectively. Since the MODIS black-sky 

albedo and white-sky albedo represent the extreme cases under completely direct and 

completely diffuse illumination, the actual ground albedo can be computed as a function 

of white-sky and black-sky albedo, solar zenith angle, and AOT [Yu et al., 2004; 

Satheesh et al., 2006; Román et al., 2010]. Yu et al. [2004] examined the dependence of 

the clear-sky SWDARF on black-sky and white-sky albedo. Compared with SWDARF 

estimated by the actual albedo, a simplification of using the white-sky albedo causes an 

uncertainty that is 5% of estimated SWDARF over land. Therefore, I use the white-sky 

albedo for clear-sky and cloudy-sky conditions. Surface albedo values for radiation 

calculation are interpolated from 0.3 to 4.0 m using 7 narrow bands and visible and 

near-infrared broadband land surface albedos of the MODIS product. Figure 2-2 shows 

the annual mean shortwave broadband surface albedos from 2007 to 2009 at 1° by 1°. 

Over central Eurasia around 50°N and North America, the seasonal variation is large, 

because of snow covers in winter and spring seasons. The ocean surface albedo is 

calculated by FSTAR radiation code in using the surface wind velocity of MERRA 

reanalysis data [Rienecker et al., 2011]. The ocean surface albedo is assumed to be 

dependent on the surface wind velocity [Nakajima and Tanaka, 1983]; the ocean surface 

albedo decreases with increasing the wind velocity. The surface albedo is about 0.04 

over most part of the ocean.  

 

2.2.3 MERRA meteorological data 

The Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) is 

a NASA atmospheric data reanalysis using the Goddard Earth Observing System Model 

Version 5 (GEOS-5) and Data Assimilation System (DAS) [Rienecker et al., 2011]. 

MERRA meteorological data product, instM_3d_ana_Np, is used for constructing the 

model atmosphere (pressure, temperature, specific humidity, and surface wind speed) 

for radiative transfer computation. 

 

2.3 Radiation code  

A radiative transfer code FSTAR5c is a flux version of the System of Transfer of 

Atmospheric Radiation (STAR) [Ruggaber et al., 1994]. The FSTAR model calculates 

radiative fluxes with a range from 0.2 to 200 m using a multi-stream flux 

approximation under the plane-parallel layers with water vapor and other trace gases, 

various types of aerosol and cloud polydispersions, and ground/ocean surfaces with 

radiative transfer algorithms of Nakajima and Tanaka [1983, 1986, 1988] 
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(OpenCLASTR  http://ccsr.aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~clastr/). We set 4 streams for our 

calculation. 

I performed 40 band calculations from 0.3 to 4 m for monthly averaged broadband 

SWDARF. The three-term k-distribution method of AFGL/Lowtran [Kneizys et al., 

1988] is used for gaseous absorption. This calculation is performed every one hour 

using solar zenith angles on the 15th of each month. The vertical resolutions of radiation 

calculation are 0.25 km from ground surface to 5 km altitude, 0.5 km from 5 to 10 km 

altitude, 1 km from 10 to 25 km altitude, 2.5 km from 25 to 50 km altitude, and 5 km 

from 50 to 70 km altitude. The observation data is interpolated onto these vertical 

resolutions in the radiation calculation. 

 

2.4 Method of SWDARF calculation 

I investigate four scenarios for evaluating the all-sky SWDARF at TOA using 

CALIPSO products and data of MODIS sensor. One is clear-sky condition and the 

others are cloudy-sky conditions.  

  In clear-sky condition, column AOTs are observed by passive remote sensing and 

aerosol profiles are most reliably observed by CALIPSO. The first scenario is defined as 

the clear-sky case.  

High cloud reflectance changes the DARF from negative to positive [Haywood and 

Shine, 1997]. Hence, in this study, three scenarios are assumed under cloudy-sky 

condition: the second scenario is a case of aerosols existing above clouds (above-cloud 

case), and the third scenario is a case of aerosols existing below high-level clouds such 

as cirrus (below-cloud case), but with no clouds below the significant aerosol layers. 

The above-cloud scenario also includes the case of aerosol layers with low-level clouds 

and high-level clouds existing at the same time, because high-level clouds decrease the 

absolute value of aerosol radiative effect, but do not change its sign. 

Aerosols widely exist from surface to the upper troposphere and are mixed with 

clouds. Nevertheless, the CALIPSO lidar is unable to detect aerosols under optically 

thick clouds, because the limitation of optical thickness observed by CALIPSO is about 

3. The aerosols undetected by CALIOP sensor exist below/within the optically thick 

clouds. This case is the fourth scenario, which is defined as the cloudy-undetected 

scenario. In this study, the DARF of the cloudy-undetected case is assumed to be close 

to zero, because optically thick clouds significantly scatter the incident sunlight. 

The above-mentioned four scenarios are schematically illustrated in Fig. 2-3. The 

cloudy-sky SWDARF, SWDARFcloudy-sky, which is the weighted mean of forcings in the 

above-cloud, below-cloud, and cloudy-undetected cases with weights of occurrence 
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probabilities for the three cases, is expressed as  
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where Pac , Pbc, and Puc are the occurrence probabilities of above-cloud, below-cloud, 
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where Nac, Nbc, and Ncloudy-sky are the pixel counts of above-cloud, below-cloud, and 

cloudy-sky cases, respectively. SWDARFac, SWDARFbc, and SWDARFuc are SWDARFs 

of above-cloud, below-cloud, and cloudy-undetected cases, respectively. In this study, 

DARFuc is assumed as zero, because optically thick clouds dominantly scatter the 

incident sunlight and the absorption by aerosols that exist within thick clouds cancels 

aerosol scattering.  

The all-sky DARF, DARFall-sky, which is a combination of the clear-sky and 

cloudy-sky forcings in a similar way to the cloudy-sky forcing calculation:  

skycloudyskycloudyskyclearskyclearskyall   DARFPDARFPDARF
,        (2-13) 

where Pclear-sky is the occurrence probability of clear-sky condition and Pcloudy-sky is that 

of cloudy-sky condition. Details of this calculation method are described in the 

Appendix A.  

Figure 2-4 shows the occurrence probabilities of four scenarios for CALIPSO V2 

and V3 products. The geographical patterns of occurrence probability of four scenarios 

are similar between V2 and V3 products. The occurrence probability of clear-sky case is 

high over desert regions and bare ground, for example, Saharan and Arabian deserts, 

Australia, and South Africa. Because CALIOP can observe optically thin clouds that are 

undetected in the ISCCP product [Winker et al., 2010], high-level clouds are detected 

more accurately than by passive remote sensing and thus aerosols existing below clouds 

tend to be observed around the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ).  

From V2 to V3 product, the occurrence probability of clear-sky case increase and 

that of above-cloud case decrease, because the cloud clearing and CAD algorithms are 

improved [Vaughan et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010]. Increase of the occurrence probability 
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for below-cloud case from V2 to V3 product is mainly caused by the improvement of 

CAD algorithm. The figure shows that the occurrence probabilities of clear-sky and 

below-cloud cases in V2 product are smaller than those of V3 product, especially, over 

the ocean between 40°S and 40°N. The occurrence probability of below-cloud case may 

be underestimated, because aerosols existing below/within optically thick clouds are 

undetected by CALIOP. 

Aerosols emitted by biomass burning and fossil fuel burning are transported above 

low-level clouds off southern Africa and South America and over North Pacific. Over 

land, aerosols existing above clouds are hardly observed, except for East Asia where 

low-level clouds are frequently formed [Li et al., 2004]. The occurrence probability of 

above-cloud case in V2 product is overestimated, because low-level aerosols are 

frequently misclassified as clouds by V2 algorithms when aerosols are adjacent to 

clouds [Liu et al., 2010]. The regions where aerosols are observed above clouds are 

limited over ocean near aerosol source regions in V3 product.  

CAD algorithm is improved and aerosols are more frequently detected by V3 

algorithms [Liu et al., 2010]. As a result, the occurrence probability of cloudy- 

undetected case becomes smaller from V2 to V3 product. Over the ocean around 60°S, 

aerosols are hardly observed by CALIOP, because optically thick clouds usually exist.  

Figure 2-5 shows the annual mean values of probability occurrences for four 

scenarios between 60°S and 60°N. The mean value of cloudy-undetected case decreases 

by 16% from V2 to V3 product. This indicates that 16% of the vertical profiles that 

clouds are only detected in V2 product change to the profiles that includes also or only 

aerosols in V3 product. In V3 product, the sum of the mean values of clear-sky, 

above-cloud, and below-cloud cases is 58%. On the basis of the results of V3 product, 

58% of the all-sky SWDARF are calculated by using the observation data in this study.   

The procedure of the separation of the above-mentioned four scenarios for 

CALIPSO data is described below. At first, whether aerosol layers and/or cloud layers 

exist is examined in each 5 km product. If only aerosol layers exist, this case is defined 

as the clear-sky scenario. If the base altitude of the lowest aerosol layer is higher than 

that of the lowest cloud layer, this case is defined as the above-cloud scenario. In this 

scenario, aerosols usually exist above low-level clouds. If the base altitude of the lowest 

aerosol layer is lower than that of the lowest cloud layer, this case is defined as the 

below-cloud scenario. In this scenario, aerosols usually exist below high-level clouds 

such as cirrus. The mixed layers of aerosols and clouds are included in both 

above-cloud and below-cloud cases, as understood by the definition of each scenario. 

Each aerosol layer is classified as one of the six aerosol types and each cloud layer is 
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classified as water or ice by the CALIPSO algorithms. The randomly oriented and 

horizontally oriented ice particles are included in V3 product, but ice particles are 

assumed as spherical particles in this study. The column AOT of the selected aerosol 

type, COT of the selected cloud type, profile information of aerosols and clouds for 

each scenario are aggregated and averaged at 1° by 1° horizontal resolution every month 

from 2007 to 2009. 

The AOT above the cloud height of the MODIS product is obtained from the 

CALIPSO product. MODIS-derived COT, cloud, MODIS, is applied to the CALIPSO cloud 

profile when aerosols exist above clouds (above-cloud case) in radiation calculation. 

The monthly mean COT of above-cloud case is estimated using MODIS daily-mean 

cloud product with reference to Zhang et al. [2014]. As illustrated in Fig. 2-6, at first, 

the monthly mean cloud top pressure (pcloud) and cloud top height (hcloud) of the lowest 

cloud layer in CALIPSO profile are calculated in above-cloud case. After that, MODIS 

daily-mean COT of clouds, which have the cloud top pressure higher than pcloud, are 

averaged. This averaged COT is defined as above-cloud. Similarly, CALIPSO COT, cloud, 

CAL is the sum of  CALIPSO-derived COTs below hcloud, low-cloud, CAL and above hcloud, 

high-cloud, CAL, so that the following relation holds: 

CAL cloud,-highCAL cloud,-lowCAL cloud,   .                (2-14) 

The vertical profile of extinction coefficient observed by CALIPSO cloud,CAL(z) is 

multiplied by the scaled factor CAL cloud,-lowCAL cloud,-highcloud-above /)(    below hcloud to 

obtain the extinction coefficient of clouds in above-cloud case cloud(z): 

)()( CAL cloud,
CAL cloud,-low

CAL cloud,-highcloud-above
cloud zz 
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Figure 2-7 shows the monthly mean profiles of extinction coefficient for aerosols and 

clouds retrieved in CALIPSO V3 product in above-cloud case at grid point (5°W, 15°S) 

in September 2007. The aerosol layer exists from 1.5 to 4.5 km altitude and the cloud 

layer exists below 1.5 km. The figure shows two cloud profiles of extinction coefficient 

cloud,CALandcloud. The cloud layer exists below 1.5 km altitude and the maximum 

value of becomes about 15 by applying the MODIS COT. Because CALIPSO lidar 

beam completely attenuates above the bottom height of optically-thick clouds, the 

bottom height of the cloud layer may be overestimated by the above-mentioned method. 

Here, however, I do not presume that this overestimation will cause a large error in the 

evaluated TOA fluxes as far as the values of MODIS COT are suitably retrieved. 
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2.5 Results 

2.5.1 Geographical distributions of AOT and SSA 

Figures 2-8 and 2-9 show annual mean distributions of AOT and SSA at 532 nm for 

clear-sky, above-cloud, below-cloud, and all-sky cases in CALIPSO V2 and V3 

products. Annual mean AOTs at 532 nm between 60°S and 60°N for the CALIPSO six 

aerosol types and for total aerosols in CALIPSO V2 and V3 products are summarized in 

Table 2-3. AOTs of clear-sky and all-sky cases increase and those of above-cloud and 

below-cloud cases decrease from V2 to V3 product. The clear-sky AOT becomes larger 

and the fraction of marine type increases from V2 to V3 product, so that the clear-sky 

SSA becomes larger over ocean. In above-cloud and below-cloud cases, the smoke and 

polluted dust types, which are highly absorbing aerosols, are less detected in V3 product, 

so that AOT becomes smaller and SSA becomes larger from V2 to V3 product. The 

all-sky AOT is calculated by a combination of AOT and the occurrence probability for 

each scenario (see Appendix A). Compared with V2 product, the all-sky AOT in V3 

product becomes larger, because the clear-sky AOT and the occurrence probabilities of 

clear-sky and below-cloud cases increase. 

AOT in below-cloud case is obviously larger than that of clear-sky case in 

CALIPSO products. I can raise two possible reasons why the below-cloud AOT is larger 

than the clear-sky AOT. One is aerosol particle growth in a high relative humidity in the 

cloudy-sky condition to increase AOT. The other is retrieval errors propagated 

downward from the upper cloud layers. The lower part of the profile always has higher 

uncertainty and contains more retrieval artifacts in satellite lidar retrievals [Winker et al., 

2013]. The reason of the larger below-cloud AOT should be studied more carefully in 

future.  

 

2.5.2 Vertical profiles of aerosols and clouds 

Figures 2-11, 2-12, and 2-13 show the seasonal mean extinction profiles for aerosols 

and clouds of CALIPSO V2 and V3 products in clear-sky, above-cloud, and 

below-cloud cases in three selected areas illustrated in Fig. 2-10. MODIS COT is 

applied to the cloud profile of CALIPSO in above-cloud case (see section 2.4).  

In clear-sky condition, the aerosol profiles are very similar in V2 and V3 products. 

Off southern Africa, aerosols emitted from biomass burning in central Africa are 

transported to the Atlantic Ocean and aerosol layers are detected up to 4 km altitude 

throughout the year. Over the North Pacific Ocean, industrial aerosols and Asian dust 

are transported to the North Pacific in the boreal spring and summer seasons, while 
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aerosols are suppressed below 2 km altitude in the boreal autumn and winter seasons. 

Over the central Pacific, maritime aerosols are dominantly distributed below 2 km 

altitude throughout the year.  

In above-cloud case, the aerosol extinction coefficient is smaller than those of  

clear-sky and below-cloud cases. In addition, the aerosol extinction coefficient of V3 

product is smaller than that of V2 product, especially below 2 km altitude, because the 

cloud clearing and CAD algorithms are improved [Vaughan et al., 2010; Liu et al., 

2010]. Though either aerosol or cloud is classified at each vertical bin in the profile of 

single shot, aerosols seem to exist within the clouds as shown in Fig. 2-12 by the 

temporal and spatial averaging procedure. Compared with V2 product, the optically thin 

high-level aerosols are more detected and the cloud extinction coefficient at high 

altitude is larger in V3 product. Off southern Africa, the top altitude of the aerosol layer 

is similar to that of clear-sky case, but the aerosol extinction is smaller than the 

clear-sky condition. Over the North Pacific, the low-level clouds exist and aerosol 

layers below 2 km are hardly detected. Over the Central Pacific, the elevated aerosol 

layers rarely observed and the heights of aerosol and cloud layers are different in each 

event; thus, the cloud extinction coefficient is larger than those over the North Pacific 

and off southern Africa above 3 km altitude.  

In below-cloud case, the extinction coefficients of aerosols and clouds in V3 product 

are smaller than those of V2 product, in particular, at the height where aerosols and 

clouds are overlapped in V2 product. The column AOT and COT decrease by 80% and 

36%, respectively (Figs. 2-8 and 2-14 and Table 2-5), due to the improvement of the 

cloud-aerosol discrimination algorithms [Liu et al., 2010]. Off southern Africa and over 

the central Pacific, the aerosol extinction coefficient is similar to that of clear-sky 

condition and two cloud layers are detected below 2 km and above 4 km altitude. On the 

other hand, aerosol layers are vertically spread and the aerosol extinction coefficient is 

higher than that of the clear-sky case over the North Pacific. This suggests that it is 

difficult to classify aerosol and cloud layers correctly in case that aerosol and cloud 

layers exist in the near distance. 

 

2.5.3 Shortwave direct aerosol radiative forcing 

Figure 2-15 shows the annual mean distribution of SWDARF in clear-sky, 

above-cloud, and below-cloud cases, derived from for CALIPSO V2 and V3 products. 

The magnitude and sign of SWDARF is determined not only by AOT but also by SSA, 

asymmetry factor, and underlying surface albedo [Fraser and Kaufman, 1985; 

Nakajima et al., 2007]. On the other hand, the absolute value of SWDARF is 
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approximately proportional to AOT, so that the following radiative forcing efficiency 

(RFE), , is defined to scale out the AOT dependence:  


 SWDARF


,                        (2-16) 

where  is AOT. Figure 2-16 shows annual mean distributions of the radiative forcing 

efficiency in clear-sky, above-cloud, and below-cloud cases in the zonal regions from 

60°S to 60°N for CALIPSO V2 and V3 products. 

In clear-sky condition, aerosols cause a negative forcing, except for Saharan and 

Arabian deserts where the SWDARF is positive value of about +3 Wm2 due to the high 

surface albedo of 0.3 and low SSA of 0.9. In winter and spring seasons, the ground 

surface is covered by snow over Russia, United States, and Canada, so that the 

SWDARF takes a small positive value due to the high surface albedo of snow and ice 

surface. Over ocean, AOT, SSA, and RFE become larger from V2 to V3 product 

because of the larger AOT of marine type aerosol. Desert dust is transported over the 

ocean around Saharan and Arabian deserts and industrial aerosols emitted from East 

Asia are transported to the North Pacific; therefore, SSA and RFE in these regions are 

lower than those of other ocean areas. The RFE over land is relatively smaller than that 

over ocean, because the ground albedo is higher than the ocean albedo.  

It is found that the above-cloud SWDARF is positive over most parts of the globe. 

This point is important to be recognized, because previous studies only reported that the 

absorbing aerosols above low-level clouds have a positive SWDARF off southern 

Africa [Keil and Haywood, 2003; Chand et al., 2009; De Graaf et al., 2012]. As for the 

contrast of land and ocean, the figure shows SWDARF takes a positive value over land 

larger than that of over ocean, because AOT is larger near source regions than over the 

remote oceans. It should be noted, however, that the occurrence probability is less than 

5% in most parts of the land. Consequently, the positive SWDARF of above-cloud case 

has small effect on the estimation of the cloudy-sky and all-sky SWDARFs, except for 

regions of Atlantic Ocean off southern Africa, East Asia, and North Pacific. In these 

regions, aerosols emitted from biomass burning and air pollution are loaded above or 

within the low-level clouds (Fig. 2-12) and absorb the light scattered by clouds 

[Haywood and Shine, 1997; Takemura et al., 2005]. The SWDARF value is especially 

large over East Asia, because aerosol absorption due to higher AOT and COT than those 

off southern Africa and over the North Pacific. Off Saharan and Arabian deserts, 

SWDARF shows negative forcing, because COT is less than 5 and aerosol absorption is 

not enough to change the sign of the forcing from negative to positive. In V3 product, 

SWDARF is negative over the Central Pacific. This is because SSA of aerosols is more 
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than 0.95 in this region, so that the aerosol absorption effect is smaller than the 

scattering effect despite an increase of aerosol absorption by lower clouds. The AOT is 

overestimated in V2 product, so that the SWDARF in V2 product is more positive than 

that of V3 product, but the above-cloud RFE in V2 product is less positive than V3 

product except for the Central Pacific. This can be explained by the fact that aerosols 

are less detected below 2 km altitude and are likely to exist above low-level clouds in 

V3 product (Fig. 2-12). The light absorption of aerosols above clouds is larger than that 

of aerosols within clouds, so that the RFE of V3 product is larger than that of V2 

product.  

In below-cloud case, the geographical pattern of SWDARF is similar to that of the 

clear-sky SWDARF. It is important to find that the below-cloud SWDARF is larger than 

the clear-sky SWDARF, because the below-cloud AOT is over 1.5 times larger than the 

clear-sky AOT (Fig. 2-8 and Table 2-3). The magnitude of below-cloud RFE is smaller 

than that of the clear-sky RFE, regardless of the sign of SWDARF. High-level clouds 

attenuate the incoming sunlight and suppress the light scattering by the lower aerosol 

layers, so that the radiative effects aerosols lower than the high-level cloud layer are 

smaller than the clear-sky situation. In V2 product, AOT and COT are overestimated in 

below-cloud case; thus, the SWDARF is more negative than that of V3 product because 

of the overestimation of AOT, but the negative RFE is smaller than that of V3 product 

because of the overestimation of COT.  

CALIPSO only retrieves COT less than about 3; thus, the situation where the COT 

is larger than 3 is classified as the cloudy-undetected case in our study. On the other 

hand, aerosols are easily detected below optically thin cloud layers with COT lower 

than 1, so that there is a tendency that the occurrence probability of below-cloud case is 

higher at low latitudes than at high latitudes (Figs. 2-4 and 2-14). 

Figure 2-17 shows annual mean distributions of the cloudy-sky and all-sky 

SWDARFs. The cloudy-sky SWDARF becomes more negative from V2 to V3 product, 

because the occurrence probability of above-cloud case decreases and that of 

below-cloud case increases (Figs. 2-4 and 2-5). In particular, SWDARF takes 

considerably large negative values in the regions where the occurrence probability of 

above-cloud case is overestimated in V2 product, such as off Africa, off Arabia, and the 

central Pacific. From V2 to V3 product, the sign of the cloudy-sky SWDARF changes 

from positive to negative over India, southern Africa, South America, and Europe. In V3 

product, the cloudy-sky SWDARF is still positive in the source and outflow regions of 

smoke emitted from biomass burning and air pollution. Carbonaceous and dust aerosols 

emitted from East Asia cause a large positive forcing throughout the year. In particular, 
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they are transported to the North Pacific and produce a positive forcing.  

   Under all-sky condition, the SWDARF is negative over ocean, except for outflow 

regions of smoke aerosols where SWDARF is almost zero in V3 product. The effect of 

light absorption over the desert regions is caused by the high surface albedo of 0.3 and 

low SSA of 0.9, regardless of cloud fraction. Similarly, the all-sky SWDARF is slightly 

positive in the regions, where the ground covered by snow for more than half a year, i.e., 

Canada, Russia, and the Himalaya Mountains. In comparison with V2 product, the 

all-sky SWDARF of V3 product is more negative, because the SWDARF and 

occurrence probability of clear-sky case are larger and the above-cloud case is more 

limited over the ocean around aerosol source regions. In particular, the all-sky 

SWDARF changes from +1 Wm2 to zero off southern Africa and over the North 

Pacific. These results indicate that the all-sky forcing largely depends not only on the 

column cloud fraction but also on the occurrence probabilities of clear-sky, above-cloud, 

and below-cloud cases.  

 

2.5.4 Sensitivity tests of SWDARF 

The sensitivity tests are performed to estimate the uncertainties of the estimated 

SWDARFs caused by the following two factors. 

Previous studies reported that absorbing aerosols above clouds bias the cloud 

satellite retrievals to less COT and smaller effective radius [Haywood et al., 2004; 

Coddington et al., 2010]. Recent studies corrected the underestimation of the cloud 

reflectance caused by above-cloud absorbing aerosols and estimated more positive 

SWDARF in above-cloud case than SWDARF estimated by the radiative calculation 

using uncorrected COT off southern Africa [Meyer et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014]. 

Coddington et al. [2010] indicated that MODIS COT is underestimated by 4 as a result 

of comparison with the aircraft observation. This is the first uncertainty for estimating 

SWDARF; thus, the sensitivity tests that add COT increments of 0, 1, 3, and 5 to 

above-cloud (4 patterns) are performed.  

In this study, SWDARF of cloudy-undetected case is assumed to be zero. This is the 

second uncertainty for estimating SWDARF under cloudy-sky and all-sky conditions. 

Figure 2-18 shows SWDARFs for the CALIPSO six aerosol types depending on COT 

when aerosols exist from 0 to 3 km altitude and clouds exist from 1 to 5 km altitude, 

which is classified as cloudy-undetected case in this study. The SWDARFs are different 

values that depend on aerosol types and become more positive with increasing COT. 

The zonal mean values between 60°S and 60°N of MODIS COT is 14.7 and the mean 

SWDARF of the six aerosol types is 0.09 Wm2 when COT is equal to 15. From these 
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results, the SWDARF of cloudy-undetected case is estimated to be within the range of 

±0.5 Wm2. I, therefore, calculate the cloudy-sky and all-sky SWDARFs when the 

SWDARF of cloudy-undetected case is 0, ±0.25, and ±0.5 Wm2 (5 patterns).  

I perform totally 20-pattern calculations for the COT underestimation (4 patterns) 

and uncertainties of the cloudy-undetected SWDARF (5 patterns). Figure 2-19 shows 

annual mean distributions of SWDARFs in above-cloud, cloudy-sky, and all-sky cases 

for the average of 20-pattern calculations in the sensitivity tests. In comparison with the 

standard results in Figs. 2-15 and 2-17, the sign of SWDARF changes from negative to 

positive off Arabia and Saharan deserts in above-cloud case, because COT becomes 

larger and aerosol absorption is enhanced by higher albedo of low-level clouds. Over 

the Pacific off South America, AOT is lower than 0.03 and SSA is higher than 0.96 in 

above-cloud case. As a result, SWDARF is close to zero and does not depend on COT 

of cloud lowers than aerosol layers in above-cloud case. On the other hand, there are no 

large differences between the results of sensitivity tests and the standard results under 

cloudy-sky and all-sky conditions.  

The annual mean SWDARFs between 60°S and 60°N for above-cloud, cloudy-sky, 

and all-sky cases in the sensitivity tests are +3.3±0.5, 1.0±0.2, and 2.0±0.2 Wm2. 

The errors are represented by standard deviations of the 20-pattern calculations. The 

underestimation of COT in above-cloud case and the uncertainties of cloudy-undetected 

SWDARF cause errors of 0.2 Wm2 in the estimation of the cloudy-sky and all-sky 

SWDARFs, which is smaller than the error of the above-cloud SWDARF. In 

above-cloud case, the occurrence probability of above-cloud case is low and there are 

few samples except for off Africa and South America and over the Pacific and East Asia, 

so that SWDARF depends on few observation data of the vertical distributions of 

aerosols and clouds and the error of SWDARF is large.  

 

2.5.5 SWDARF of fine mode and anthropogenic aerosols  

There are many studies that estimated DARF of anthropogenic aerosols by model 

simulation [e.g., Myhre et al., 2013], but on the other hand, there are very few 

observational evaluation of DARF caused by anthropogenic aerosols. This is because 

aerosols are not retrieved in cloudy-sky condition by the passive satellite sensing and 

also it is difficult to separate anthropogenic aerosols from natural aerosols from satellite 

observation. There is one approach to use fine mode aerosols which include most of 

anthropogenic aerosols. Recently, AOT of fine mode aerosols has been retrieved by the 

satellite-based MODIS sensor [Levy et al., 2007, 2010]. and Bellouin et al. [2008] 

assumed an anthropogenic fraction of AOT, Fanth, which is the ratio of AOT for 
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anthropogenic aerosols, AOTanth, to AOT for the total aerosols, AOTtotal, for estimating 

the anthropogenic AOT and SWDARF. The SWDARF of anthropogenic aerosols 

estimated by the observation-based method is more negative than those estimated by 

models [Bellouin et al., 2008; Myhre, 2009].  

I calculate SWDARF for fine mode and anthropogenic aerosols using CALIPSO V3 

product by the same calculation method of SWDARF for the total aerosols (see section 

2.4). Table 2-4 shows the fine mode fraction of AOT (FMF) at 532 nm for the 

CALIPSO six aerosol types. FMF is the fraction of AOT for fine mode aerosols to that 

for the total (fine and coarse mode) aerosols. FMFs for the CALIPSO six aerosol types 

are calculated using refractive indices and size distributions of the CALIOP aerosol 

models [Omar et al., 2009]. CALIPSO smoke and polluted continental types are 

dominated by fine mode aerosols, so that the value of FMF is high, while CALIPSO 

marine and clean continental types are dominated by coarse mode aerosols and FMF is 

low.  

The anthropogenic fraction of AOT, Fanth, is then given as   

total

anth
anth AOT

AOT
F  .                        (2-17) 

According to the AeroCom model comparison of aerosol transport models, the mean 

value of Fanth is 24 % [Myhre et al., 2013]. I estimate AOTanth using this value of Fanth 

and FMF and AOTfine:  

totalaf

fineaftotalanthanth

AOTFMFf

AOTfAOTFAOT




,            (2-18) 

where faf is the ratio of AOTanth to AOTfine. The zonal mean values between 60S and 

60N of AOTfine, FMF, and faf are 0.043, 0.5, and 0.49, respectively.    

Figure 2-20 shows annual mean distributions of SWDARF and AOT and SSA at 532 

nm for fine mode aerosols and anthropogenic aerosols. SSAs of fine mode aerosols and 

anthropogenic aerosols are same, because AOTanth is defined by AOTfine and faf and the 

fraction of the CALIPSO six aerosol types for anthropogenic aerosols is same as that for 

fine mode aerosols. The regions of large AOT for fine mode aerosols are limited around 

aerosol sources over land and AOT is less than 0.03 over the Pacific. Over ocean, AOT 

and SSA are small compared to those of the total aerosols (Figs. 2-8 and 2-9), because 

marine type aerosol, which is non light-absorbing particle with SSA larger than 0.99, 

almost consists of coarse mode particles. Over land, SSA of fine mode aerosols is 

higher than that of total aerosols (Fig. 2-9), because the absorption of fine mode 

aerosols is weaker than that of total aerosols, which include fine and coarse mode 
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particles. SWDARF is negative in all regions under clear-sky and all-sky conditions. 

Over Saharan and Arabian deserts, SWDARF of total aerosols is positive under 

clear-sky and all-sky conditions, while that of fine mode aerosols is negative, because 

SSA of fine-mode aerosols is 0.95. The zonal average values between 60°S and 60°N of 

the all-sky SWDARF for fine mode aerosols and anthropogenic aerosols are 1.19 and 

0.57 Wm2, respectively. It is found that our estimated anthropogenic SWDARF is 

more negative than the AeroCom model mean value of 0.22 Wm2 [Schulz et al., 

2006].  

 

2.6 Summary of SWDARF from satellite observation  

Aerosol observation by passive remote sensing is limited in clear-sky condition, so 

that SWDARFs in above-cloud and below-cloud cases have never been estimated in the 

global scale. On the other hand, CALIOP lidar system can observe aerosols in clear-sky, 

above-cloud, and below-cloud cases. In this study, the global scale estimation of the 

cloudy-sky SWDARF is performed by using observation data for the first time.  

Table 2-5 shows annual mean values in the latitudinal area from 60°S to 60°N of 

occurrence probability, AOT, SSA of aerosols, COT, and SWDARF from CALIPSO V2 

and V3 products. For the improvement of cloud clearing and CAD processes from V2 to 

V3 algorithm [Vaughan et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010], the occurrence probabilities for 

the four scenarios of this study are changed. The occurrence probabilities in clear-sky, 

above-cloud, below-cloud, and cloudy-undetected cases are found to be 38%, 4%, 16%, 

and 42%, respectively, from the CALIPSO V3 product. CALIOP observes aerosols in 

clear-sky, above-cloud, and below-cloud cases, which are 58% of aerosols in all-sky 

condition.  

For the improvement of the retrieval algorithms, the distributions of aerosols and 

clouds are changed from V2 to V3 product. In clear-sky case, V3 AOT is larger than V2 

AOT, due to the effects of base extension procedure for the lowest aerosol layer in V3 

algorithms [Vaughan et al., 2010]. In clear-sky case, marine aerosols are more classified 

in V3 product (Table 2-3); thus, V3 SSA is larger than V2 SSA. For these two reasons, 

V3 SWDARF is more negative than V2 SWDARF in clear-sky case.  

For the improvement of cloud clearing and CAD processes from V2 to V3 algorithm 

[Vaughan et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010], AOT becomes smaller than V2 product in 

above-cloud and below-cloud cases. As a result, SWDARF in above-cloud case 

becomes smaller positive and that in below-cloud case becomes smaller negative from 

V2 to V3 product. The cloudy-sky SWDARF becomes more negative, because the 

occurrence probability of below-cloud case increases and those of above-cloud and 
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cloudy-undetected cases decrease. 

According to the sensitivity test of V3 product for the underestimation of COT in 

above-cloud case and the uncertainties of cloudy-undetected SWDARF, the errors of 

cloudy-sky and all-sky SWDARF are 0.2 Wm2, which is smaller than the difference 

between V3 and V2 SWDARFs. Through this sensitivity test, I found that the 

uncertainty caused by the difference in the version of lidar retrieval algorithms is larger 

than the other uncertainties. For these reasons, the retrieval errors are considered to be 

the main errors in the estimation of SWDARF. In my CALIPSO data analysis, the 

clear-sky, cloudy-sky, and all-sky SWDARFs are estimated as 3.7±0.8, 1.0±0.8, and 

2.0±1.2 Wm2.  

CALIPSO observation is the first global lidar observation and the retrieval 

algorithms are still in a development phase, so that I should note even the version 3 

product still needs more validations and comparison studies. This is my motivation of 

the present study. 
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Table 2-1. The lidar ratio Sp for each aerosol and cloud types in the CALIPSO retrievals 

[Omar et al., 2009; Winker et al., 2009].  

 Marine Dust Polluted 

continental

Clean 

continental

Polluted 

dust 

Smoke Water Ice 

Sp 20 40 70 35 65 70 18 25 

 

 

 

Table 2-2. Mean radius, geometric standard deviation (GSD), and single scattering 

albedo (SSA) at 532 nm of the CALIPSO aerosol model. The size distribution of the 

CALIPSO model is the bimodal lognormal size distribution, which has fine mode (f) 

and coarse mode (c) [Omar et al., 2009].  

 Mean Radius (m) GSD SSA (532 nm) 

Dust 0.1165 (f) 

2.8329 (c) 

1.4813 (f) 

1.9078 (c) 

0.92 

Smoke 0.1436 (f) 

3.726 (c) 

1.5624 (f) 

2.1426 (c) 

0.83 

Clean 

Continental 

0.20556 (f) 

2.6334 (c) 

1.61 (f) 

1.8987 (c) 

0.90 

Polluted 

Continental 

0.1577 (f) 

3.547 (c) 

1.5257 (f) 

2.065 (c) 

0.93 

Clean Marine 0.150 (f) 

1.216 (c) 

1.600 (f) 

1.600 (c) 

0.99 

Polluted Dust 0.1265 (f) 

3.1617 (c) 

1.5112 (f) 

1.9942 (c) 

0.85 
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Table 2-3. Annual mean AOTs at 532 nm between 60°S and 60°N for the CALIPSO six 

aerosol types and total aerosols in CALIPSO Version 2 and Version 3 products.  

 Marine Dust Polluted 

continental

Clean 

continental

Polluted 

dust 

Smoke Total 

Version 2 

Clear-sky 0.019 0.024 0.005 0.002 0.037 0.017 0.106 

Above-cloud 0.016 0.045 0.004 0.005 0.061 0.051 0.182 

Below-cloud 0.066 0.062 0.014 0.004 0.131 0.070 0.351 

Version 3 

Clear-sky 0.039 0.026 0.009 0.002 0.035 0.015 0.127 

Above-cloud 0.012 0.034 0.003 0.004 0.033 0.029 0.116 

Below-cloud 0.047 0.041 0.012 0.003 0.061 0.027 0.194 

 

 

 

Table 2-4. Fine mode fraction of AOT (FMF) at 532 nm for the CALIPSO six aerosol 

types [Omar et al., 2009]. FMF is the fraction of AOT for fine mode aerosols to total 

(fine and coarse mode) aerosols. 

 Marine Dust Polluted 

continental

Clean 

continental

Polluted 

dust 

Smoke 

FMF 0.058 0.527 0.890 0.244 0.666 0.836 
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Table 2-5. Annual mean values of parameters between 60°S and 60°N for the CALIPSO 

Version 2 (V2) and Version 3 (V3) products: the occurrence probability, AOT at 532 nm, 

SSA at 532 nm, COT, and SWDARF [Wm2] in clear-sky, above-cloud, below-cloud, 

cloudy-sky, and all-sky cases. In Version 3 product, SWDARF(std) is SWDARF of the 

standard results, SWDARF(ave) is the average of SWDARF for sensitivity tests and ∆

SWDARF is the difference between V3 SWDARF(ave) and V2 SWDARF. 

 Clear-sky Above- 

cloud 

Below- 

cloud 

Cloudy- 

undetected

Cloudy-sky All-sky 

Version 2 

Occurrence 

probability 

0.23 0.10 0.10 0.58 0.77 1 

AOT (532nm) 0.106 0.182 0.351 - 0.065 0.073 

SSA (532nm) 0.90 0.88 0.89 - 0.89 0.89 

COT - 10.12 0.71 - - - 

SWDARF -2.9 +4.0 -5.3 0 -0.2 -0.8 

Version 3 

Occurrence 

Probability 

0.38 0.04 0.16 0.42 0.62 1 

 

AOT (532nm) 0.127 0.116 0.194 - 0.065 0.086 

SSA (532nm) 0.93 0.89 0.91 - 0.91 0.92 

COT - 10.85 0.53 - - - 

SWDARF(std) -3.7 +2.6 -4.2 0 -1.1 -2.0 

SWDARF(ave) -3.7 +3.3±0.5 -4.2 0 -1.0±0.2 -2.0±0.2

∆SWDARF 0.8 0.7 1.1 0 0.8 1.2 
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Fig. 2-1. The fraction of aerosols (orange), clouds (blue), and others (gray) from 2007 to 

2009 identified in the CALIPSO Version 2 and Version 3 products. The fraction is 

shown at 1 km vertical bin from surface to 6 km altitude. The feature of “others” 

consists of clean air, low-confident aerosols and clouds, the non-retrieved data, etc.  
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Fig. 2-2. Annual mean distributions of the MODIS land surface albedo and sea surface 

albedo at 1 by 1 degrees. Sea surface albedo is calculated by the FSTAR radiation code 

using MERRA surface wind velocity. 
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Fig. 2-3. Four scenarios for radiation calculation: clear-sky (left) and cloudy-sky 

conditions with cases of aerosols below high clouds such as cirrus but without clouds 

below the aerosol layers (left-middle), aerosols existing above clouds (right-middle), 

and aerosols not observed in cloudy-sky condition (right). The above-cloud case is the 

case that aerosols exist above low-level clouds, with or without high-level clouds. The 

cloudy-undetected case is the case that aerosols, which exist below or within optically 

thick clouds, are not detected by the satellite lidar.  
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Fig. 2-4. Annual mean distributions of the occurrence probabilities for four scenarios 

(clear-sky (a, e), above-cloud (b, f), below-cloud (c, g), and cloudy-undetected cases (d, 

h)). The occurrence probabilities of CALIPSO Version 2 (left) and Version 3 (right) 

products.  
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Fig. 2-5. The rate of the ocurrence probabilities for four scenarios (clear-sky, 

above-cloud, below-cloud, and cloudy-undetected cases) of CALIPSO Version 2 (left) 

and Version 3 (right) products.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-6. An image of the application methodology to determine cloud optical thickness 

lower than the CALIPSO cloud top altitude of the lowest cloud layer in order to exclude 

optically thick high clouds, such as stratocumulus.  
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Fig. 2-7. The monthly mean profiles of extinction coefficients for aerosols and clouds 

retrieved in CALIPSO Version 3 product in above-cloud case at grid point (4.5oW, 

15.5oS) in September 2007. Two cloud profiles are shown; one is CALIPSO observed 

profile and the other is the CALIPSO profile applied with MODIS COT. The x-axis 

shows the logarithmic scale of the extinction coefficient [km-1] and the y-axis shows the 

altitude [km]. 
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Fig. 2-8. Annual mean distributions of AOT at 532 nm for clear-sky (a, e), above-cloud 

(b, f), below-cloud (c, g), and all-sky (d, h) cases for CALIPSO Version 2 (left) and 

Version 3 (right) products.  
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Fig. 2-9. Annual mean distributions of the single scattering albedo (SSA) for aerosols at 

532 nm for the clear-sky (a, e), above-cloud (b, f), below-cloud (c, g), and all-sky (d, h) 

cases for CALIPSO Version 2 (left) and Version 3 (right) products. 
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Fig. 2-10. Illustration of three sections selected for the comparison of the aerosol and 

cloud profiles in clear-sky, above-cloud, and below-cloud cases. One section at red grid 

box covers 20° by 20°, and the seasonal mean profiles of aerosols and clouds are 

averaged in these regions.  
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Fig. 2-11. The seasonal mean extinction profiles for aerosols of CALIPSO Version 2 

(dashed line) and Version 3 (solid line) products in clear-sky condition. These profiles 

are averaged in the three sections of Fig. 2-10 and in the seasons (boreal spring (left), 

summer (left-middle), autumn (right-middle), and winter (right)). The x-axis shows the 

logarithmic scale of the extinction coefficient [km1] and the y-axis shows the altitude 

[km]. 
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Fig. 2-12. Same as Fig. 2-11, but the seasonal mean extinction profiles for aerosols (red) 

and clouds (blue) in above-cloud case. MODIS COT is applied for the cloud profile of 

CALIOP in above-cloud case (see section 2.4). The range of x-axis is from 0.01 to 30 

[km1]. 
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Fig. 2-13. Same as Fig. 2-12, but the seasonal mean extinction profiles for aerosols (red) 

and clouds (blue) in below-cloud case. The range of x-axis is from 0.01 to 1 [km1]. 
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Fig. 2-14. Annual mean distributions of cloud optical thickness (COT) of above-cloud 

(top) and below-cloud (bottom) cases for CALIPSO Version 2 (left) and Version 3 

(right) products. 
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Fig. 2-15. Annual mean distributions of SWDARF for clear-sky (a, d), above-cloud (b, 

e), and below-cloud (c, f) cases for CALIPSO Version 2 (left) and Version 3 (right) 

products. 
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Fig. 2-16. Annual mean distributions of the radiative forcing efficiency (RFE) for 

clear-sky (a, d), above-cloud (b, e), and below-cloud (c, f) cases for CALIPSO Version 2 

(left) and V3 (right) products. 
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Fig. 2-17. Annual mean distributions of SWDARF for cloudy-sky (top) and all-sky 

(bottom) conditions for CALIPSO Version 2 (left) and Version 3 (right) products. 
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Fig. 2-18. SWDARF of the CALIPSO six aerosol types depending on COT when 

aerosols exist from 0 to 3 km altitude and clouds exist from 1 to 5 km altitude. This 

situation is classified as the cloudy-undetected case in this study. Cloud layer is the 

mixed layer of water and ice particles and aerosol and cloud layers are homogeneous 

layers. AOT at 532 nm is 0.1.   
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Fig. 2-19. Annual mean distributions of SWDARF for the average of the sensitivity tests 

in above-cloud (top), cloudy-sky (middle), and all-sky (bottom) cases.  
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Fig. 2-20. Annual mean distributions of SWDARF (top), AOT at 532 nm (middle), and 

SSA at 532 nm (bottom) for fine mode aerosols (left) and anthropogenic aerosols (right) 

from CALIPSO Version 3 retrievals. SSAs of fine mode aerosols and anthropogenic 

aerosols are same, because the fraction of the CALIPSO six aerosol types for 

anthropogenic aerosols is the same as that of fine mode aerosols in the definition of this 

study (see section 2.5.5). 
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3. Direct aerosol radiative forcing of AGCM 
3.1 Model description 

The atmosphere–ocean general circulation model, Model for Interdisciplinary 

Research on Climate (MIROC), has been cooperatively developed at the Atmosphere 

and Ocean Research Institute (AORI) of the University of Tokyo, National Institute for 

Environmental Studies (NIES), and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and 

Technology (JAMSTEC). MIROC5 is the latest version of MIROC model [Watanabe et 

al., 2010], which has been used for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) [IPCC, 2013]. Here, I introduce the schemes of 

aerosols, clouds, and land components which are intimately related to the DARF.  

The aerosol transport model, SPRINTARS, calculates global distributions and 

climate effects of the main tropospheric aerosols, and is coupled with MIROC5.  

MIROC-SPRINTARS calculates mass mixing ratios of the main tropospheric aerosols, 

i.e., soil dust, carbonaceous aerosol (black carbon (BC) and organic carbon (OC)), 

sulfate, sea salt, and the precursor gases of sulfate (sulfur dioxide (SO2) and dimethyl 

sulfide (DMS)) [Takemura et al., 2000, 2005, 2009]. The aerosol transport processes 

include emission, advection, diffusion, sulfur chemistry, deposition, and gravitational 

settling. SPRINTARS is coupled with the radiation code, mstrn, to estimate DARF of 

total aerosols and simulate seasonal and geographical distribution patterns of aerosols 

which are consistent with AVHRR retrievals [Takemura et al., 2002]. SPRINTARS also 

includes the cloud microphysics schemes to calculate the direct and indirect effects of 

anthropogenic aerosols [Takemura et al., 2005].  

The cloud scheme of MIROC5 consists of the prognostic conventional large-scale 

condensation (LSC) scheme [Watanabe et al., 2009] for cloud water and the bulk 

microphysical scheme [Wilson and Ballard, 1999] for cloud ice. By combining the two 

schemes, the fraction of cloud liquid and ice is no longer just a simple function of 

temperature. The LSC scheme solves prognostic equations for the subgrid scale 

variance and skewness of a conservative quantity associated with temperature and total 

water, and hence represents various cloud regimes having different optical properties. 

The cloud microphysical scheme explicitly deals with the warm and cold rain processes, 

i.e., nucleation, deposition and sublimation, riming, ice melting, and raindrop capturing 

by falling ice,.  

The broadband radiative transfer code mstrnX [Sekiguchi and Nakajima, 2008] has 

been implemented in MIROC5. MstrnX in MIROC5 calculates 15 bands in shortwave 

radiation and 14 bands in longwave radiation, total 29 bands, and 111 integration points 

in the correlated k-distribution method based on spectroscopic parameters of gas line 
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absorption of HITRAN (HI-resolution TRANsmission) 2004 database [Rothman et al., 

2004]. MstrnX can also be used to treat Rayleigh and Mie scattering and 

absorption/emission of aerosols and clouds using the two-stream flux approximation.  

The ground albedo is related to the vegetation type simulated in the updated version 

of the land surface model, Minimal Advanced Treatments of Surface Interaction and 

Runoff (MATSIRO) [Takata et al., 2003]. The ice sheet albedo for both visible and 

near-infrared radiation is expressed as a function of the water content above the ice 

following Bougamont et al. [2005] and that for infrared radiation, which is a fixed value 

of 0.05. The values of surface albedo for bare sea ice are fixed at 0.8 and 0.65 for the 

visible and near-infrared bands, respectively. Over the sea ice covered with snow, the 

surface albedo depends on temperature by considering the existence of partial snow 

cover at a relatively high temperature. The visible albedo changes from 0.9 at lower 

than 5 °C to 0.8 at 0 °C and the near-infrared albedo changes from 0.8 at lower than 

5 °C to 0.65 at 0 °C. 

Optical properties of aerosols and clouds depend on wavelength, refractive indices, 

size distribution, and hygroscopic growth of sulfate and carbonaceous aerosols. The 

same values of refractive indices of dry aerosols and cloud particles (water and ice) are 

used in SPRINTARS and mstrnX. Refractive indices of dry aerosols and cloud particles 

(water and ice) are based on Deepak and Gerber [1983], d’Almeida et al. [1991], and 

Sutherland and Khanna [1991], except for the imaginary part of soil dust. The 

imaginary part of the refractive index for soil dust is assumed as a quarter of values as 

given by Deepak and Gerber [1983], because recent studies [e.g., Kaufman et al., 2001; 

Dubovik et al., 2002] indicated smaller value than that as given by Deepak and Gerber 

[1983]. The fixed mode radius of each dry particle and standard deviation are based on 

the work of Martins et al. [1996] for carbonaceous aerosols and d’Almeida et al. [1991] 

for other aerosols. Carbonaceous aerosols are assumed as pure BC, pure OC and the 

internal mixture of BC and OC for the radiation transfer calculation. The hygroscopic 

growth of aerosol particles is according to Tang and Munkelwitz [1994] for sulfate and 

Hobbs et al. [1997] for carbonaceous particles. The detailed information is described in 

Takemura et al. [2005]. 

In this study, aerosol emissions of the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 

4.5 scenario [Thomson et al., 2011] are used. RCP 4.5 is a scenario of long-term, global 

emissions of greenhouse gases, short-lived species, and land-use-land-cover, which 

stabilizes increment of radiative forcing at 4.5 Wm−2 (approximately 650 ppm 

CO2-equivalent) in the year 2100 from pre-industrial era. Model simulation is 

performed with a horizontal resolution of T42 (approximately 2.8° × 2.8°) with 20 
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vertical layers (sigma levels based on the surface pressure at 0.995, 0.980, 0.950, 0.900, 

0.830, 0.745, 0.650, 0.549, 0.454, 0.369, 0.295, 0.230, 0.175, 0.124, 0.085, 0.060, 0.045, 

0.035, 0.025, and 0.008). The time step is set at 20 minutes. The simulation is done for 

three years from 2007 to 2009, after one year spin-up, with nudged meteorological 

fields (wind speed, water vapor, and temperature) of reanalysis data provided by the 

NCAR/NCEP [Kalney et al., 1996]. Sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice 

distribution are also nudged by the Met Office Hadley Centre’s sea ice and SST data set 

(HadISST) [Rayner et al., 2003].  

 

3.2 A new method for the radiation process of the MIROC model  

In MIROC AGCM, optical properties of aerosols and clouds are separately 

calculated in the aerosol transport module, SPRINTARS, and the radiation module, 

mstrnX. MstrnX calculates the representative value at wider bands of optical properties 

for the radiation field calculation. Radiation calculation is performed every 3 hours in 

order to save CPU time. On the other hand, SPRINTARS calculates optical properties at 

particular wavelengths such as 355, 440, 532, 550, 870, and 1064 nm at every time step 

of 20 minutes. Aerosol optical parameters calculated by SPRINTARS are used for the 

detailed comparison to the observation. In this view, optical parameters of aerosols and 

clouds need to be calculated in both SPRINTARS and mstrnX. In SPRINTARS, mass 

emission fluxes of dust and sea salt are calculated depending on surface wind velocity. 

Small particles are easily emitted from ground/ocean surface; therefore, 6 size bins of 

dust and 4 size bins of sea salt are taken into account in SPRINTARS [Takemura et al., 

2009]. On the other hand, the size-dependent information of dust and sea salt is ignored 

in mstrnX for saving CPU time, because CPU time of radiation calculation is about 34% 

of that of MIROC AGCM simulation. Information of the volume size distribution and 

mass per unit volume ma for each dry aerosol component is summarized in Table 3-1. 

Values of ma for dust and carbonaceous aerosols are different between SPRINTARS and 

mstrnX, i.e. ma in SPRINTARS is based on the version of SPRINTARS in Takemura et 

al. [2009], whereas that of mstrnX is based on the version of SPRINTARS in Takemura 

et al. [2005]. This model is referred to as the SPstd model.  

In order to improve the inconsistency of optical models in SPRITNARS and mstrnX, 

I develop a new interface between SPRINTARS and mstrnX for investigating the 

radiative impact on aerosol optical properties such as AOT, SSA, and SWADARF of 

size index. In this study, the new model is referred to as the SPnew model. In SPnew 

model, 6 size bins of dust, 4 types of carbonaceous aerosols (pure BC, pure OC, and 2 

types of internal mixture of BC and OC), sulfate, and 4 size bins of sea salt are treated 
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in SPRINTARS and mstrnX for calculation of the optical properties for aerosols. The 

size indices and ma of mstrnX match those of SPRINTARS (Table 3-2). GSDs of 

volume size distribution for dust and sea salt are set to 1.1 and 1.2 (see Appendix B). 

Water-soluble aerosols can take up water and become larger particles. The mode radius 

of the volume size distribution for hygroscopic growth, RHr , is expressed by  

dryRH rFRHr 
,                       (3-1) 

where rdry is dry mode radius and FRH is the growth ratio depending on the relative 

humidity. Table 3-3 shows FRH of carbonaceous aerosols (pure OC and internal mixture 

of BC and OC), sulfate, and sea salt. In SPnew model, cloud optical parameters of water 

and ice particles of SPRINTARS and mstrnX are calculated corresponding to 12 

different size radii of volume size distribution. The sizes of water cloud are set to 4, 6, 8, 

10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, and 26 m and those of ice cloud are set to 5, 10, 15, 20, 

25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80 m. 

Due to increase in the number of particle component from 9 (7 aerosol types and 2 

cloud types) to 17 (15 aerosol types and 2 cloud types), CPU time of radiation 

calculation increases by 75% and that of total model simulation increases by 25%.  

 

3.3 Results  

3.3.1. Optical parameters of aerosols and clouds in SPstd and SPnew models   

In this section, I compare AOT and SSA at 550 nm from SPRITNARS and the 

representative values of AOT and SSA between 435 and 678 nm from mstrnX in both 

SPstd and SPnew models. Figure 3-1 shows annual mean distributions of AOT for dust, 

carbonaceous aerosols, sulfate, and sea salt from SPRINTARS and mstrnX in SPstd 

model. If fine mode and coarse mode aerosols have a same volume and a same 

composition, coarse mode aerosols have larger absorption and smaller AOT than fine 

mode aerosols. MstrnX AOT of dust is smaller than SPRINTARS AOT, because amount 

of fine mode dust is underestimated in mstrnX with SPstd model. For carbonaceous 

aerosols, mstrnX AOT is larger than SPRINTARS AOT, because ma of mstrnX is 

smaller than that of SPRINTARS (Table 3-1) and the volume of carbonaceous aerosols 

is overestimated by SPstd model. The distribution of sulfate is similar in both 

SPRINTARS and mstrnX. The ratio of hygroscopic growth for sea salt in SPRINTARS 

is larger than that in mstrnX; therefore, sea salt particles and AOT become larger in 

SPRINTARS. Figure 3-2 shows annual mean distributions of AOT and SSA for total 

aerosols from SPRINTARS and mstrnX in SPstd model. In mstrnX, fine mode dust is 

underestimated, so that AOT and SSA are smaller than those from SPRINTARS over 
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Saharan and Arabian deserts. Over southern Africa, Indian, and East Asia, mstrnX AOT 

is larger and SSA is smaller than SPRINTARS, because mstrnX carbonaceous AOT is 

larger and indicates more absorption. SPRINTARS sea salt AOT is larger than mstrnX, 

so that SPRINTARS SSA is larger over ocean, except for the ocean around 60°S. In this 

region, sea salt is the major aerosol component and SSA is 0.99 in SPRINTARS and 

mstrnX.  

Figure 3-3 shows annual mean distributions of AOT for dust, carbonaceous aerosols, 

sulfate, and sea salt from SPRINTARS and mstrnX in SPnew model. It is found that the 

distributions from SPRINTARS and mstrnX for each aerosol component are almost 

same. Sea salt AOT of mstrnX is slightly smaller than that of SPRINTARS over the 

North Atlantic. Optical properties of aerosols and solar irradiance change from 435 to 

678 nm, so that the weighted averages of mstrnX are not exactly the same as 

SPRINTARS values at 550 nm. The geographical distributions of AOT and SSA for 

total aerosols are also almost same between SPRINTARS and mstrnX (Fig. 3-4). After 

this paragraph, I mainly show mstrnX AOT and SSA, because aerosol optical 

parameters of mstrnX are more important to discuss SWDARF.   

Figure 3-5 shows annual mean distribution of COT for large scale clouds and 

cumulus from mstrnX in the SPstd and SPnew models. Compared with SPstd model, 

COT of large scale cloud is larger over the ocean at low-latitudes and larger over the 

ocean at mid-latitudes in SPnew model, because the size dependency of cloud optical 

parameters is more properly calculated using the look-up table of optical parameters for 

12 different cloud sizes. COT of cumulus and cloud cover fraction of SPnew is almost 

same as those of SPstd (Fig. 3-6).  

 

3.3.2 SWDARF under clear-sky, cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions 

The all-sky AOT and SSA are simulated by the model. For comparison with 

CALIPSO observations, averages of parameters (AOT and SSA) under clear-sky and 

cloudy-sky conditions are analytically calculated using column cloud cover fraction C. 

The column cloud fraction is calculated by the maximum random overlapping method 

at each time step in the model. The relationship of the parameter x, which means AOT 

and SSA, among xall-sky, xclear-sky, and xcloudy-sky is expressed by  

  skycloudyskyclearskyall 1   xCxCx .                 (3-2) 

From Eq. (3-2), time averages of xall-sky, xclear-sky, and xcloudy-sky are given by 
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where subscript i means i-th time step. 

Figures 3-7 and 3-8 show the annual mean distributions of AOT and SSA under 

clear-sky, cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions in SPstd and SPnew models. The 

cloudy-sky AOT is larger than the clear-sky AOT, because, in cloudy-sky condition, the 

relative humidity is higher and AOT becomes larger due to hygroscopic growth. In 

particular, the cloudy-sky AOT is twice as large as clear-sky AOT over East Asia. This 

region is a source region of industrial emissions and biomass burning and cloud fraction 

is high (Fig. 3-6); therefore, the effect of hygroscopic growth for high concentration 

aerosols is larger than other areas. The clear-sky SSA is lower than cloudy-sky SSA 

over Africa, South America and East Asia. These regions are source regions of dust and 

BC. In clear-sky condition, hygroscopic growth is suppressed and the fraction of dust 

and BC is larger, so that SSA is smaller than that of cloudy-sky condition.   

Similarly, the clear-sky and all-sky SWDARFs are calculated by the model. The 

relationship among SWDARFall-sky, SWDARFclear-sky, and SWDARFcloudy-sky is expressed 

by  

  skycloudyskyclearskyall 1   SWDARFCSWDARFCSWDARF ,    (3-4) 

and time averages of SWDARFall-sky, SWDARFclear-sky, and SWDARFcloudy-sky are given 

by  
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Figure 3-9 shows the annual mean distributions of SWDARF under clear-sky, 

cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions calculated by SPstd and SPnew models. In SPstd 

model, the amount of fine mode dust is underestimated and SSA is 0.93 over Saharan 

and Arabian deserts. In these regions, SWDARF is positive under clear-sky, cloudy-sky, 

and all-sky conditions, because aerosol absorption is enhanced by high surface 

reflectance of 0.3 (Fig. 3-10). In these regions, the cloudy-sky forcing is more positive 

than the clear-sky forcing, because the cloudy-sky AOT is larger than the clear-sky AOT. 

On the other hand, the SPnew SWDARF is negative, because SSA is larger than 0.94 

and aerosol absorption is not enough to change the sign of forcing from negative to 

positive.  

Compared with the results of SPstd model, the cloudy-sky SWDARF of SPnew 

model shows smaller positive forcing over southern Africa and South America, because 

AOT of black carbon becomes smaller and SSA becomes larger. Over Asia, fine mode 

dust increase and AOT of black carbon becomes smaller, the cloudy-sky SWDARF 

becomes smaller positive. For these reasons, the all-sky SWDARF becomes smaller 

positive forcing over the central Africa and East Asia.  

The global averages of clear-sky, cloudy-sky, and all-sky SWDARFs are 1.79, 

0.28, and 0.65 Wm2 from SPstd model and 1.90, 0.09, and 0.97 Wm2 from 

SPnew model. The SWDARFs become larger negative; however, the clear-sky 

SWDARF is still largely smaller than the satellite-based average, 5.3±0.2 Wm2, and 

the model-based average, 3.3±0.6 Wm2 in Yu et al. [2006]. 

 

3.3.3 SWDARF of fine mode and anthropogenic aerosols  

The DARF of anthropogenic aerosols is usually defined in terms of radiative flux 

changes at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) or at the climatological tropopause, 
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between pre-industrial era and present-day by the model simulation. In section 2.5.5, I 

calculate SWDARF of fine mode and anthropogenic aerosols using CALIPSO V3 

Product using the assumption of the fine mode Fraction of AOT (FMF) and the 

anthropogenic fraction of AOT, Fanth. I also try to calculate SWDARF of fine-mode and 

anthropogenic aerosols from the present-day simulation in a similar way to the 

CALIPSO observations. In this simulation, the fine mode aerosols are defined as 

aerosols with dry particle radius of smaller than 1 m: sulfate, BC, OC and dust (0.13, 

0.33, and 0.82 m), and sea salt (0.13 and 0.57 m). According to the assumptions and 

equations in section 2.5.5, with the mean value of Fanth in AeroCom models, 24 % 

[Myhre et al., 2013], the zonal mean values between 60oS and 60oN of AOTfine, FMF, 

and f  are 0.021, 0.77, and 0.33, respectively. The zonal mean value between 60oS and 

60oN of anthropogenic AOT is 0.021, which is calculated by Eq. (2-18) using the values 

of AOTfine, FMF, and f. 

Figure 3-11 shows annual mean distributions of SWDARF and AOT for fine-mode 

aerosols and anthropogenic aerosols simulated by the SPnew model. The figure shows 

that the geographical distribution of fine mode AOT is similar to that of total AOT, 

except for the ocean in southern hemisphere, because dominating particles are fine 

mode aerosols in SPRINTARS with FMF = 0.77. On the other hand, anthropogenic 

AOT is one-third as large as fine mode AOT from the definition of this study. 

Significant anthropogenic aerosol forcings are located in limited areas in near source 

regions. Geographical patterns of SWDARF for fine mode and anthropogenic aerosols 

are similar to those of total aerosols. SWDARFs of fine mode and anthropogenic 

aerosols show positive forcings over central Africa and East Asia as well as SWDARF 

of total aerosols. Anthropogenic SWDARF is the larger negative forcing than 0.5 

Wm2 over near source regions. The global average of the all-sky SWDARF for 

fine-mode aerosols and anthropogenic aerosols are 0.76 and 0.24 Wm2, respectively. 

My estimate of the anthropogenic SWDARF thus obtained is comparable with the 

Aerocom model mean value, 0.22 Wm2 [Schulz et al., 2006].  

 

3.4 Summary of SWDARF from modeling 

In MIROC AGCM, the optical properties of aerosols and clouds are separately 

calculated in SPRINTARS and mstrnX. MstrnX AOT and SSA are smaller than those of 

SPRINTARS, because the aerosol size indices of mstrnX are different from those of 

SPRINTAS in order to save CPU time. In this study, this model is referred to as the 

SPstd model.    

I developed a new aerosol optical model applicable to both SPRINTARS and 
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mstrnX for investigating the impact on aerosol optical properties such as AOT, SSA, 

and SWADARF of size index. In the new model, 6 different size dust, 4 types of 

carbonaceous aerosols, sulfate, and 4 different size sea salt are mutually taken into 

account in SPRINTARS and mstrnX for the calculation of optical properties for aerosols. 

The size index and ma of mstrnX match those of SPRINTARS. In this study, the new 

model is referred to as the SPnew model. 

Table 3-4 shows annual global mean values of AOT for dust, carbonaceous aerosols, 

sulfate, sea salt and total aerosols in SPstd and SPnew models. In SPstd model, MstrnX 

AOT of dust is smaller than SPRINTARS AOT, because the size bin of dust is taken 

into account in mstrnX and fine mode dust is underestimated. MstrnX AOT of 

carbonaceous aerosols is larger than SPRINTARS AOT, due to the smaller 

carbonaceous mass. SPRINTARS AOT of sea salt is larger than mstrnX AOT, because 

of the higher hygroscopic growth ratio. In SPnew model, AOT of each aerosol 

component and SSA of mstrnX are comparable to those of SPRINTARS.  

Table 3-5 summarizes the annual global mean values of AOT, SSA, COT, and 

SWDARF under clear-sky, cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions in SPstd and SPnew 

models. It is found that the cloudy-sky AOT is larger than the clear-sky AOT, because, 

in cloudy-sky condition, relative humidity is higher and AOT becomes higher due to 

large hygroscopic growth. SPnew SSA is larger than SPstd SSA, because size bin of 

dust are properly treated in SPnew model and the BC mass is larger than that of SPstd 

model. In SPstd model, SSA is 0.93 and SWDARF is positive over Saharan and Arabian 

deserts, because aerosol absorption is enhanced by a high surface reflectance of 0.3. On 

the other hand, the SPnew SWDARF is negative, because SSA is larger than 0.94 and 

aerosol absorption is not enough to change the sign of the forcing from negative to 

positive. The cloudy-sky SWDARF of SPnew model shows a smaller positive forcing 

over southern Africa and South America, because the BC AOT becomes smaller and 

SSA becomes larger. The all-sky SWDARF becomes smaller positive over the central 

Africa and East Asia. The global averages of clear-sky, cloudy-sky, and all-sky 

SWDARF are respectively 1.79, -0.28, and 0.65 Wm2 from SPstd model and 1.90, 

-0.09, and 0.97 Wm2 from SPnew model. The SWDARFs become larger negative; 

however, the clear-sky SWDARF is still largely smaller than the satellite-based value of 

5.3±0.2 Wm-2, and the model-based average of 3.3±0.6 Wm-2 [Yu et al., 2006]. 

The SPnew model helps us to understand the relationship between aerosol climate 

effect and aerosol optical properties and is useful for comparison with observations. 

Due to increase in the number of particle component from 9 (7 aerosol types and 2 

cloud types) to 17 (15 aerosol types and 2 cloud types), CPU time of radiation 
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calculation increases by 75% and that of total model simulation increases by 25%. This 

is not negligible for long-term experiments, so that I need to address challenges for 

saving the increased CPU time in future.   
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Table 3-1. Mean radius [m] and geometric standard deviation (GSD) of volume size 

distribution and mass per unit volume ma [g/cm3] for each dry aerosol component in 

SPRINTARS and mstrnX in SPstd model. Aerosol components of carbon1 and carbon2 

are the internal mixture of BC and OC.   

 SPRINTARS mstrnX 

 Radius (m) GSD ma Radius (m) GSD ma 

Dust 0.13, 0.33, 0.82, 

1.27, 3.2, and 8.02 

(6 sizes) 

1 2.6 4.0 (1 size) 2.5 2.5 

BC 0.04 

 

2.0 2.3 0.05 

 

2.0 1.25 

OC 0.28 1.8 1.8 0.28 1.8 1.5 

Carbon1 0.28 1.8 1.853 0.28 1.8 1.468

Carbon2 0.28 1.8 1.895 0.28 1.8 1.442

Sulfate 0.31 2.03 1.769 0.31 2.03 1.769

Sea salt 0.178, 0.562, 1.78, 

and 5.62 (4 sizes) 

1 2.2 2.0 (1 size) 2.51 2.2 
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Table 3-2. Same as Table 3-1, but mean radius, GSD, and ma for each dry aerosol 

component in SPnew model. 

 SPRINTARS mstrnX 

 Radius (m) GSD ma Radius (m) GSD ma 

Dust 0.13, 0.33, 0.82, 

1.27, 3.2, and 8.02 

(6 sizes) 

1.1 2.6 0.13, 0.33, 0.82, 

1.27, 3.2, and 8.02 

(6 sizes) 

1.1 2.6 

BC 0.04 

 

2.0 2.3 0.04 

 

2.0 2.3 

OC 0.28 1.8 1.8 0.28 1.8 1.8 

Carbon1 0.28 1.8 1.853 0.28 1.8 1.853

Carbon2 0.28 1.8 1.895 0.28 1.8 1.895

Sulfate 0.31 2.03 1.769 0.31 2.03 1.769

Sea salt 0.178, 0.562, 1.78, 

and 5.62 (4 sizes) 

1.2 2.2 0.178, 0.562, 1.78, 

and 5.62 (4 sizes) 

1.2 2.2 

 

 

 

Table 3-3. The growth ratio depending on relative humidity. Carbonaceous aerosols (OC 

and internal mixture of OC and BC), sulfate, and sea salt are water soluble particles in 

SPstd and SPnew models.  

 Relative humidity 

 0 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.98 0.99 

Carbonaceous 1 1.08 1.10 1.44 1.68 1.96 2.74 3.12 

Sulfate 1 1.22 1.37 1.48 1.76 2.26 2.81 3.32 

Sea salt 1 1.07 1.28 1.99 2.38 2.88 3.76 4.69 
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Table 3-4. Annual global mean values of AOT for dust, carbonaceous aerosols, sulfate, 

sea salt, and total aerosols in SPstd and SPnew models.  

 Dust Carbonaceous Sulfate Sea salt Total 

SPstd model 

SPRINTARS 0.020 0.024 0.023 0.044 0.111 

MstrnX 0.006 0.036 0.027 0.025 0.093 

SPnew model 

SPRINTARS 0.014 0.030 0.023 0.018 0.085 

MstrnX 0.014 0.029 0.023 0.018 0.084 

 

 

 

 

Table 3-5. Annual global mean values of AOT, SSA, COT, and SWDARF [Wm2] under 

clear-sky, cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions in SPstd and SPnew models. AOT, SSA, 

and COT of large scale cloud calculated by mstrnX are listed.  

 Clear-sky Cloudy-sky All-sky 

SPstd model 

AOT 0.073 0.110 0.093 

SSA 0.96 0.97 0.97 

COT - 12.0 - 

SWDARF 1.79 +0.28 0.65 

SPnew model 

AOT 0.070 0.097 0.084 

SSA 0.97 0.98 0.98 

COT - 13.2 - 

SWDARF 1.90 0.09 0.97 
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Fig. 3-1. Annual mean distributions of AOT for dust (top), carbonaceous aerosols 

(middle-high), sulfate (middle-low), and sea salt (bottom) from SPRINTARS (left) and 

mstrnX (right) in SPstd model.  
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Fig. 3-2. Annual mean distributions of AOT (top) and SSA (bottom) for total aerosols 

from SPRINTARS (left) and mstrnX (right) in SPstd model. 
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Fig. 3-3. Same as Fig. 3-1, but annual mean distributions of AOT for each aerosol 

component in SPnew model. 
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Fig. 3-4. Same as Fig. 3-2, but annual mean distributions of AOT and SSA for total 

aerosols in SPnew model. 
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Fig. 3-5. Annual mean distributions of cloud optical thickness (COT) for large scale 

clouds (top) and cumulus (bottom) in SPstd (left) and SPnew (right) models.  
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Fig. 3-6. Annual mean distributions of cloud cover fraction in SPstd (left) and SPnew 

(right) models.  
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Fig. 3-7. Annual mean distributions of AOT (435-678 nm) under clear-sky (top), 

cloudy-sky (middle), and all-sky (bottom) conditions in SPstd (left) and SPnew (right) 

models.  
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Fig. 3-8. Same as Fig. 3-7, but annual mean distributions of SSA (435-678 nm).  
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Fig. 3-9. Same as Fig. 3-7, but annual mean distributions of SWDARF. 
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Fig. 3-10. Annual mean distributions of shortwave surface albedo in SPstd (left) and 

SPnew (right) models.  
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Fig. 3-11. Annual mean distributions of SWDARF (top) and AOT (435-678 nm) 

(bottom) for fine mode aerosols (left) and anthropogenic aerosols (right) in the SPnew 

model. 
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4. Comparison between the observation and model results  

SWDARFs using CALIPSO and MODIS observations are calculated in chapter 2 

and MIROC model simulation is performed in chapter 3. The clear-sky SWDARF of 

total aerosols from MIROC is smaller than other studies [Yu et al., 2006]. The reason for 

this discrepancy has not yet been revealed by past studies; thus, I tried to find out this 

reason by comparison of aerosol optical properties and SWDARFs among CALIPSO, 

MIROC model, and other studies.  

In this chapter, some of key figures are shown again to summarize the findings in 

this thesis and for better understanding of our knowledge on the aerosol radiative 

forcing. All the figures cover the zonal regions between 60°S and 60°N for comparison 

of CALIPSO and MIROC results. 

In this chapter, optical thickness, extinction coefficient, and SSA for aerosols are 

compared among some observations and the modeling. Wavelengths of aerosol optical 

properties are 532 nm for CALIPSO V3 product, the weighted average between 435 and 

678 nm for mstrnX in the SPnew model, and 550 nm for MODIS and AERONET 

observations. These wavelength differences are ignored, because the differences of 

aerosol optical properties between the model and observations are much larger than 

those caused by the differences of the wavelengths. 

 

4.1 Sensitivity test of the model for surface albedo 

   The surface albedo, which changes the outgoing radiative fluxes at the TOA, is one 

of important parameters for controlling the SWDARF. Figure 4-1 shows annual mean 

distributions of shortwave surface albedo of MODIS observation used in CALIPSO 

radiation calculation and those of SPnew model. In the CALIPSO radiation calculation, 

the ocean surface albedo is calculated by FSTAR radiation code with use of the surface 

wind velocity of MERRA reanalysis data. It is found that SPnew surface albedo is larger 

than CALIPSO surface albedo over Russia, Canada and Himalaya Mountains, where 

snow covers the ground over a long period of the year. The ocean albedo of CALIPSO 

is 0.04 and that of SPnew model is 0.05. A sensitivity test that changes surface albedo 

from the value of SPnew model to that multiplied by 0.8 (ALB*0.8) is performed. The 

ALB*0.8 experiment brings the ocean albedo to that of CALIPSO for examining the 

impact of surface albedo on SWDARF. The resulting annual mean values of SWDARF 

for the ALB*0.8 experiment between 60°S and 60°N are 2.33, 0.10, and 1.20 Wm2 

under clear-sky, cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions. Compared with SPnew results, 

differences of the clear-sky and all-sky SWDARF are 0.2 and 0.1 Wm2, respectively, 

which are much smaller than the difference of the clear-sky SWDARF between SPnew 
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and the satellite-based and also model-based averages of Yu et al. [2006] as shown in 

Fig. 1-1. This indicates that the difference in surface albedo values between observation 

and model is not a major reason that explains the difference of SWDARF between 

MIROC-SPRINTARS and other studies.  

 

4.2 Comparison of aerosol vertical distributions between CALIPSO and MIROC 

under clear-sky condition  

The clear-sky AOT of SPnew is smaller than that of CALIPSO V3 (Tables 2-3 and 

3-5). The vertical profiles of aerosol extinction coefficient from surface to 20 km 

altitude are retrieved by CALIPSO observations under clear-sky condition. Figure 4-2 

shows the annual mean vertical profiles of aerosol extinction coefficient between 60°S 

and 60°N for CALIPSO and SPnew under clear-sky condition. The extinction 

coefficient of SPnew is smaller than that of CALIPSO below 4 km altitude, while that 

of SPnew is larger than that of CALIPSO above 4 km altitude. On the other hand, it is 

possible that CALIPSO extinction coefficient is underestimated above 4 km altitude, 

because the aerosol extinction is lower than the CALIPSO lidar detection threshold 

[Winker et al., 2013]. The ratios of CALIPSO AOT to SPnew AOT (CALIPSO AOT / 

SPnew AOT) are 2.14 below 4 km and 0.29 above 4 km altitude (Table 4-1). In order to 

study the effect of this difference, I simply performed a model simulation that aerosol 

concentrations are multiplied by the ratios of 2.14 below 4 km altitude and 0.29 above 4 

km altitude in the SPnew model. This simulation is referred to as the SP4km experiment. 

Though it is possible that the CALIPSO extinction coefficient is underestimated above 4 

km altitude, this is used in CALIPSO radiation calculation and this simple multiplying 

method is applied to the aerosol profile simulated in the model. The profile of SP4km 

experiment is similar to the CALIPSO profile, but is slightly smaller below 1.5 km 

altitude and slightly larger between 1.5 and 4.5 km altitudes than CALIPSO profile (Fig. 

4-2).  

Figure 4-3 shows annual mean distributions of AOT for CALIPSO V3 product and 

SPnew and SP4km experiments under clear-sky condition. These are compared with 

AOT retrieved by the Aqua-MODIS sensor. The geographical pattern of CALIPSO 

AOT is similar to that of MODIS observations, and the magnitude of CALIPSO AOT is 

smaller than that of MODIS AOT over ocean and North America. The past studies 

suggested that MODIS AOT tends to be overestimated by about 10 to 15% because of 

contamination of thin cirrus [Kaufman et al., 2005]. On the other hand, CALIPSO AOT 

is likely to be underestimated due to the detection limit of CALIPSO lidar as already 

discussed above; hence, the CALIPSO AOT is generally smaller than MODIS AOT by 
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these reasons. In this regard, it should be noted that the SPnew AOT is further smaller 

than the observed CALIPSO AOTs in almost all regions. This suggests a high 

possibility of underestimation of AOT by the model. On the other hand, the 

geographical pattern and magnitude of SP4km AOT becomes close to those of the 

observed AOTs, though the modeled AOT is still underestimated over India and ocean 

atlow latitudes. The zonal average of AOT between 60°S and 60°N for SP4km 

experiment is 0.128, which is comparable to that for CALIPSO, 0.127, so that the 

vertical profile of SP4km is considered to be more realistic than the original profile in 

the SPnew. 

Figure 4-4 shows annual mean vertical profiles of aerosol extinction coefficient, 

which are averaged in the 30 degrees latitudinal zone for CALIPSO, SPnew, and SP4km 

under clear-sky condition. On the basis of CALIPSO observations, high concentrated 

aerosols globally exist lower than 2 km altitude, in particular, aerosol extinction 

coefficient is larger than 0.05 lower than 1 km altitude. In addition, aerosols are elevated 

up to 5 km altitude over land. On the other hand, in SPnew model, aerosols are elevated 

up to 7 km altitude around the emissions of carbonaceous aerosols and dust, while 

aerosol extinction coefficient is globally underestimated below 2 km altitude. In SP4km 

experiment, aerosol concentrations are increased from surface to 4 km altitude due to 

the design of the SP4km experiment. The vertical distributions of aerosol extinction 

coefficient become close to CALIPSO. In more detail, the aerosol extinction coefficient 

is overestimated over East Asia, the Sahara, central Africa, Mexico, and from 2 to 4 km 

altitude over the North Pacific (Fig. 4-4(b)). These results indicate that aerosols are 

easily transported in a vertical direction, but are hardly transported in a horizontal 

direction in MIROC. It will be concluded that this bias of the aerosol transportation is 

caused by aerosol modeling process, not by circulation modeling, because the MIROC 

simulation is performed in this study with nudged meteorological fields of 

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data.  

 

4.3 Comparison of SWDARF from the observation and modeling 

   In the previous section, AOTs and aerosol vertical distributions under clear-sky 

condition for SPnew model and CALIPSO are compared. In this section, differences 

among the SWDARFs of CALIPSO V3 product and SPnew and SP4km experiments are 

discussed. For this purpose, I first study global distributions of SSAs and AOTs from the 

observations and modeling, because these parameters are the main parameters to 

determine the SWDARF. 

Figure 4-5 shows annual mean distributions of SSA for CALIPSO V3 product (532 
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nm) and SPnew and SP4km experiments (435-678 nm) under clear-sky condition. These 

can be compared with SSA retrieved by the ground sun/sky radiometer observation of 

AERONET. AERONET SSA at 550 nm is interpolated using SSAs at 440 and 675 nm 

and the original quality control (see Appendix C). When compared with AERONET 

SSA, CALIPSO SSA is underestimated and SSAs of SPnew and SP4km are 

overestimated. CALIPSO SSA largely depends on the optical properties of the aerosol 

model assumed in the retrieval algorithm, because it is difficult to estimate the 

absorption properties of aerosols by a Mie lidar. For this reason, CALIPSO SSA is 

assumed to have a large uncertainty.  

Table 4-2 summarizes the annual mean values of AOT for dust, carbonaceous 

aerosols, sulfate, sea salt, and total aerosols in SPnew and SP4km experiments. In 

MIROC, dust and carbonaceous aerosols are transported to the upper troposphere (Fig. 

4-4). As a result, the ratios of increment of AOT from SPnew to SP4km for sea salt and 

sulfate are larger than those for dust and carbonaceous aerosols. The fractions of AOT 

for sea salt and sulfate to total aerosols relatively become larger, so that SSA becomes 

larger over ocean than SPnew results. 

Figure 4-6 shows annual mean distributions of the clear-sky SWDARF for 

CALIPSO V3 product and SPnew and SP4km experiments. The SP4km SWDARF is 

more negative than SPnew SWDARF, because aerosol amount increases in the lower 

troposphere. The SPnew SWDARF is smaller negative than that of CALIPSO, except 

for Saharan and Arabian deserts. In these regions, CALIPSO SWDARF takes a positive 

value of +3 Wm2 due to the high surface albedo of 0.3 and low SSA of 0.9. On the 

other hand, in SPnew model, the surface albedo is 0.3 but SSA is larger than 0.94, so 

that aerosol absorption is not enough to change the sign of the forcing from negative to 

positive. 

The average values of resulting SWDARFs for total aerosols under clear-sky, 

cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions for CALIPSO V3 product and the SPnew, 

SPnew(ALB*0.8), and SP4km experiments are listed in Table 4-3. A zonally averaged 

AOT between 60°S and 60°N of SP4km is comparable to CALIPSO AOT, and SSA of 

SP4km is larger than that of CALIPSO, but the zonal average SWDARF is less negative 

than CALIPSO by 0.5 Wm2. Over the North Pacific, the aerosol extinction coefficient 

of SP4km is larger than that of CALIPSO from 2 to 4 km altitude (Fig. 4-4), but column 

AOT and SWDARF are similar between SP4km and CALIPSO (Figs. 4-3 and 4-6). 

Over Saharan and Arabian deserts, the SPnew model shows a negative forcing, while 

CALIPSO SWDARF indicates positive. In these regions, the surface albedo is larger 

than 0.3 in both the observation and modeling, whereas the observation SSA is 0.9 and 
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the model SSA is 0.94. This SSA difference changes the sign of SWDARF, but this 

phenomenon is mainly caused in these regions and there is little effect of the global 

estimation of SWDARF. Over ocean in the southern hemisphere, the aerosol extinction 

coefficient of SP4km is smaller than that of CALIPSO below 2 km altitude and 

SWDARF of SP4km is less negative than that of CALIPSO. These results indicate that 

the SWDARF difference between SP4km and CALIPSO is mainly caused by the 

underestimation of aerosol extinction coefficient below 2 km altitude over ocean in the 

southern hemisphere.  

Figure 4-7 shows annual mean distributions of the cloudy-sky and all-sky 

SWDARFs for CALIPSO V3 product and SPnew and SP4km experiments. Over 

Saharan and Arabian deserts, CALIPSO SWDARF is positive under clear-sky, 

cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions. This positive value is caused by a dust SSA of 0.92 

and surface albedo larger than 0.3, regardless of cloud existence. Figure 4-8 shows the 

seasonal mean extinction profiles for aerosols and clouds of SPnew and SP4km 

experiments in the cloudy-sky condition corresponding to the vertical profiles of 

CALIPSO in Figs. 2-12 and 2-13. Off southern Africa, aerosol layers are usually 

undetected below 1.5 km altitude by CALIPSO observations in above-cloud case, 

whereas aerosols are simulated from surface to 5 km altitude in the model. In 

cloudy-sky condition, the modeled SWDARF is more positive than the observation, 

because the aerosol absorption of elevated aerosols above the planetary boundary layer 

is enhanced by the higher cloud reflectance derived from optically thick clouds. Over 

the central and North Pacific, optically thick clouds are simulated in the free 

troposphere in the model, so that clouds mainly scatter sunlight and aerosols cause less 

negative forcing than the CALIPSO case. These results indicate that optically thick 

clouds simulated in MIROC lead large positive forcing of aerosols near source regions 

of black carbon and small negative forcing of transported aerosols.  

From section 2.5.3, aerosols cause a small negative or positive forcings in 

above-cloud and cloudy-undetected cases, though the SWDARFs in clear-sky and 

below-cloud cases are negative except for the bright surfaces. I presume that the sum of 

the occurrence probabilities of above-cloud and cloudy-undetected cases is an important 

parameter for controlling the all-sky SWADARF. Figure 4-9 shows annual mean 

distributions of sum of the occurrence probabilities of above-cloud and 

cloudy-undetected cases in CALIPSO V3 product. This CALIPSO occurrence 

probability is corresponding to cloud fraction of clouds with COT larger than 3 in 

SPnew model. It is found from the figure that the CALIPSO occurrence probability is 

lower over ocean and higher over land than that of the model. In the model, the all-sky 
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SWDARF is positive over the central Africa and East Asia, where this occurrence 

probability is higher than 0.5. In CALIPSO case, the all-sky SWDARF in the regions, 

where this occurrence probability is lower than 0.3, is more negative than that in the 

regions where the occurrence probability is higher than 0.3. These results indicate that 

the reproducibility of COT in the modeling is important for the estimation of SWDARF. 

From these results, I presume two major reasons that MIROC SWDARF is smaller 

negative than CALIPSO SWADARF. One is that aerosols are easily transported in a 

vertical direction, but are hardly transported in a horizontal direction in MIROC. The 

other is that MIROC frequently simulate optically thicker clouds than the observation. 

By these two reasons, carbonaceous aerosols elevated to a high altitude are transported 

above clouds and cause strong positive forcing over the central Africa and East Asia and 

few aerosols causes small negative forcing over remote oceans.    

 

4.4 Comparison of anthropogenic SWDARF from observation and modeling 

The DARF of anthropogenic aerosols is usually defined as a radiative flux changes 

at TOA or at the climatological tropopause, between pre-industrial and present-day by 

the model simulation [e.g. Myhre et al., 2013]. Recently, Bellouin et al. [2008] 

estimated the anthropogenic SWDARF from the MODIS-derived AOT using their 

algorithms that calculate the anthropogenic fraction of AOT. In this study, SWDARFs of 

anthropogenic aerosols are derived using CALIPSO V3 product and the present-day 

model simulation of the SPnew model. The value of anthropogenic fraction of AOT is 

referred to the average value of AeroCom models in Myhre et al. [2013] (see sections 

2.5.5 and 3.3.3).  

From Figs. 2-20 and 3-11, anthropogenic AOT is found to be larger than 0.03 and 

SWDARF is larger negative than 0.5 Wm2 in near source regions in the observation 

and model. On the other hand, AOT is less than 0.01 over the central Pacific. The 

modeled all-sky SWDARF shows a positive forcing over central Africa and East Asia, 

because the cloud fraction is larger than 0.6 and COT is larger than 20; therefore, 

aerosol absorption is enhanced by the high reflectance from clouds [Haywood and Shine, 

1997; Takemura et al., 2005] in cloudy-sky condition. On the other hand, the occurrence 

probability of above-cloud case is less than 0.3 and AOT is larger than 0.3 in CALIPSO; 

therefore, SWDARF is larger negative than 0.5 Wm2. From these differences, the 

zonal averages between 60oS and 60oN of the all-sky anthropogenic SWDARF become 

different as 0.57 and 0.26 Wm2 in the observation and the model.  

Figure 4-10 shows a scatter plot between anthropogenic DARF and AOT under 

clear-sky and all-sky conditions for CALIPSO V3 product, SPnew model, and other 
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studies. Anthropogenic SWDARF of MODIS [Bellouin et al., 2008] is more negative 

than AeroCom studies [Schulz et al., 2006; Myhre et al., 2013] under clear-sky and 

all-sky conditions. Bellouin et al. [2008] assumed the cloudy-sky SWDARF as zero, 

because aerosols are not retrieved by MODIS in cloudy-sky condition. Schulz et al. 

[2006] indicated the model average of cloudy-sky SWDARF is +0.05 Wm2, which is 

close to the cloudy-sky forcing of MODIS. The clear-sky SWDARF of MODIS is twice 

as large as those of AeroCom studies, so that the all-sky SWDARF of MODIS is also 

twice larger than that of AeroCom studies. The clear-sky SWDARFs of CALIPSO and 

SPnew are comparable to those of AeroCom studies within the margin of standard 

deviation for multi-model ensembles. The all-sky SWDARF of SPnew is comparable to 

those of AeroCom studies. On the other hand, the all-sky SWDARF of CALIPSO is 

more negative than those of AeroCom studies, because the cloudy-sky SWDARF is 

0.37 Wm2. The all-sky SWDARF of CALIPSO is negative in all regions, while the 

SPnew model and some of AeroCom models show positive forcing off southern Africa 

and other regions. This difference is mainly caused by the model reproducibility of the 

stratification of aerosol and cloud layers, which is discussed in the previous section. 

These results show the uncertainty of the cloudy-sky SWDARF is larger than that of the 

clear-sky SWDARF.  

The challenge to evaluate anthropogenic DARF from the present-day observation 

and simulation is useful to reduce uncertainties of anthropogenic DARF estimated by 

the flux changes at the TOA between pre-industrial and present-day model simulations. 

 

4.5. Summary of comparison between the observation and modeling  

The vertical profiles of aerosols are globally observed by CALIPSO lidar under 

clear-sky condition. High concentrated aerosols are globally observed lower than 2 km 

altitude by CALIPSO; in particular, aerosol extinction coefficient is larger than 0.05 at 

altitude lower than 1 km. On the other hand, the aerosol extinction coefficient in SPnew 

model is globally underestimated below 2 km altitude, while aerosols are elevated up to 

7 km altitude around source regions of carbonaceous aerosols and dust in the model. 

These results indicate that aerosols are transported higher than the observation in a 

vertical direction, but are hardly transported in a horizontal direction in MIROC.  

In clear-sky condition, CALIPSO AOT is smaller than MODIS AOT by 20%. 

MODIS AOT tends to be overestimated by about 10 to 15%, because of contamination 

of thin cirrus [Kaufman et al., 2005]. On the other hand, CALIPSO AOT is likely to be 

underestimated due to the detection limit of CALIPSO lidar [Winker et al., 2013]. By 

these reasons, more realistic values of the clear-sky AOT and SWDARF seem to be the 
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values of CALIPSO AOT and SWDARF increased by 10%. I presume that the best 

estimate of the clear-sky SWDARF is 4.1 Wm2. The magnitude of the negative 

forcings for both CALIPSO and model seem to be underestimated under clear-sky 

condition.  

There are many uncertainties in the estimation of the all-sky SWDARF. The vertical 

profiles of aerosols and clouds below the top of the optically thick clouds are not 

observed by CALIPSO. This uncertainty is included in the estimated CALIPSO 

SWDARFs in above-cloud, cloudy-undetected, and all-sky cases. On the other hand, the 

vertical profiles of aerosols and clouds are simulated from surface to the stratosphere in 

the model, but MIROC frequently simulate optically thinner aerosols and optically 

thicker clouds than the observation. By these reasons, the average of the all-sky 

SWDARF for CALIPSO V3 product and SP4km experiment may be better than the 

value estimated by only the observation or the model, so that I like to conclude that the 

best estimate of the all-sky SWDARF is 1.9 Wm2.  

Figure 4-11 summarizes annual mean values of the clear-sky and all-sky SWDARFs 

derived from this study and previous studies. In reference to previous studies of Liu et 

al. [2007], Kim and Ramanathan [2008], Ma et al. [2012], Zhang et al. [2012], and 

Kinne et al. [2013], the average values of the clear-sky and all-sky SWDARFs are 4.8

±0.8 Wm2 and 2.7±0.9 Wm2. These previous studies are referred to as Refs2007 

and the errors are standard deviations. The best estimate of clear-sky SWDARF in this 

study, 4.1 Wm2, is between the multi-satellite observations and multi-models of Yu et 

al. [2006]. The best estimates of clear-sky and all-sky SWDARFs in this study are 

located in between the CALIPSO values in this study and that of Refs2007.  
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Table 4-1. Annual mean column AOT, AOT below 4 km altitude, AOT above 4 km 

altitude between 60°S and 60°N for CALIPSO V3 product and SPnew model under 

clear-sky condition. AOT (532 nm) for CALIPSO V3 product and AOT (435-678 nm) 

for SPnew model and the ratio of CALIPSO AOT to SPnew AOT (CALIPSO AOT / 

SPnew AOT) are listed.  

 CALIPSO(V3) SPnew Ratio 

AOT (column) 0.127 0.076 1.67 

AOT (below 4km) 0.122 0.057 2.14 

AOT (above 4km ) 0.006 0.021 0.29 

 

 

 

Table 4-2. Annual mean values of AOT (435-678 nm) between 60°S and 60°N for dust, 

carbonaceous aerosols, sulfate, sea salt, and total aerosols under clear-sky, cloudy-sky, 

and all-sky conditions in SPnew and SP4km experiments.  

 Dust Carbonaceous Sulfate Sea salt Total 

SPnew experiment 

Clear-sky 0.015 0.028 0.019 0.014 0.076 

Cloudy-sky 0.015 0.037 0.033 0.020 0.104 

All-sky 0.015 0.032 0.025 0.018 0.091 

SP4km experiment 

Clear-sky 0.020 0.044 0.041 0.030 0.128 

Cloudy-sky 0.019 0.055 0.045 0.042 0.169 

All-sky 0.020 0.050 0.042 0.038 0.150 
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Table 4-3. Annual mean SWDARF [Wm2] between 60°S and 60°N under clear-sky, 

cloudy-sky, and all-sky cases for the average of CALIPSO V3 calculations and the 

SPnew, SPnew(ALB*0.8), and SP4km experiments.   

 Clear-sky Cloudy-sky All-sky 

CAL V3 (ave) -3.7 -1.0 -2.0 

SPnew -2.1 -0.1 -1.1 

SPnew(ALB*0.8) -2.3 -0.1 -1.2 

SP4km -3.2 -0.3 -1.7 
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Fig. 4-1. Annual mean distributions of shortwave surface albedo for MODIS 

observation used in CALIPSO radiation calculation (left) and SPnew model (right top), 

and that of SPnew model multipled by 0.8 (right bottom). 
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Fig. 4-2. Annual mean vertical profiles of aerosol extinction coefficient between 60°S 

and 60°N for CALIPSO V3 product (532 nm) and SPnew model (435-678 nm) under 

clear-sky condition. 
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Fig. 4-3. Annual mean distributions of AOT for CALIPSO V3 product (532 nm), SPnew 

and SP4km experiments (435-678 nm), and Aqua MODIS (550 nm) under clear-sky 

condition. 
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Fig. 4-4. Annual mean vertical profiles of aerosol extinction coefficient for CALIPSO 

(top), SPnew (middle), and SP4km (bottom) under clear-sky condition. These profiles 

are averaged in the 30 degrees latitudinal zone (60°S - 30°S (a), 30°S - 0° (b), 0° - 

30°N(c), and 30°oN - 60°N (d)). 
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Fig. 4-4. (continued) 
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Fig. 4-5. Annual mean distributions of SSA of total aerosols for CALIPSO V3 product 

(532 nm), SPnew and SP4km experiments (435-678 nm), and AERONET (550 nm) 

under clear-sky condition. 
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Fig. 4-6. Annual mean distributions of the clear-sky SWDARF for CALIPSO V3 

product and SPnew and SP4km experiments. 
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Fig. 4-7. Annual mean distributions of the cloudy-sky (leff) and all-sky (right) 

SWDARFs for CALIPSO V3 product (top) and SPnew (middle) and SP4km (bottom) 

experiments. 
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Fig. 4-8. The seasonal mean extinction profiles for aerosols and clouds of SPnew (solid 

line) and SP4km (dashed line) experiments in the cloudy-sky condition. These profiles 

are averaged in the three sections of Fig. 2-10 and in the seasons (boreal spring (left), 

summer (left-middle), autumn (right-middle), and winter (right)). The x-axis shows the 

logarithmic scale of the extinction coefficient [km1] and the y-axis shows the altitude 

[km]. 
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Fig. 4-9. Annual mean distributions of sum of the occurrence probabilities of 

above-cloud and cloudy-undetected cases in CALIPSO V3 product (left) and cloud 

fraction of clouds with COT of larger than 3 in SPnew model (right). 
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Fig. 4-10. Scatter plot between anthropogenic DARF and anthropogenic AOT under 

clear-sky (blue) and all-sky (red) conditions for CALIPSO V3 product (○), SPnew 

model(△), and AeroCom studies (●). The averages of SWDARF and AOT between 

60°S and 60°N for CALIPSO V3 product and SPnew model, the global averages of 

SWDARF and AOT (550 nm) in reference to Schulz et al. [2006] (AeroCom2006) and 

Bellouin et al., [2008] (MODIS), and the global averages of total (shortwave+ 

longwave) DARF and AOT(550 nm) in reference to Myhre et al. [2013] 

(AeroCom2013). The error bars show the standard deviations of DARF and AOT for 

AeroCom models.  
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Fig. 4-11. Annual mean values of the clear-sky SWDARF (left) and all-sky SWDARF 

(right) for total aerosols. The averages of SWDARF between 60°S and 60°N for 

CALIPSO V3 product and SPnew and SP4km experiments. The best estimation of 

SWDARF in this study is estimated in section 4.5. Yu2006(obs) and Yu 2006(model) 

are the global mean values of the clear-sky SWDARF estimated by the multi-satellite 

observations and multi-models [Yu et al., 2006]. Refs2007 is referred to Liu et al. [2007], 

Kim and Ramanathan [2008], Ma et al. [2012], Zhang et al. [2012], and Kinne et al. 

[2013] and the error bars show the standard deviations of these studies.   
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5. Summary  

In this study, shortwave direct aerosol radiative forcing (SWDARF) is estimated by 

using satellite observation data and climate modeling, and the uncertainties of estimated 

SWDARF are discussed.  

The CALIPSO satellite with CALIOP lidar, for the first time, provides us with a 

global data of aerosol and cloud vertical profiles [Winker et al., 2009, 2013]. In addition, 

CALIOP has capability to detect aerosols existing above the optically thick clouds 

which are not observed by passive remote sensing and ground based lidar [Winker et al., 

2010]. Several studies reported that absorbing aerosols above low-level clouds produce 

a large positive forcing over the Atlantic Ocean off southwest Africa [e.g. Keil and 

Haywood, 2003; Chand et al., 2009]. SWDARFs of aerosols above clouds have never 

been estimated in the global scale using observation data. 

I investigate four scenarios for estimating the SWDARF at the top of the atmosphere 

(TOA) using data of CALIPSO lidar and data of MODIS sensor. The first scenario is a 

case that aerosols are observed in clear-sky condition (clear-sky case). The second 

scenario is a case of aerosols existing above clouds (above-cloud case). The third 

scenario is a case of aerosols existing below high-level clouds such as cirrus 

(below-cloud case). The fourth scenario is a case of aerosols undetected by CALIOP 

lidar exist below/within the optically thick clouds (cloudy-undetected case). The 

cloudy-sky SWDARF is calculated by SWDARFs of above-cloud, below-cloud, and 

cloudy-undetected cases weighted by the occurrence probability of each scenario. The 

all-sky SWDARF is then calculated by combination of clear-sky and cloudy-sky 

SWDARF weighted by the cloud occurrence probability. In this study, the global scale 

estimate of cloudy-sky SWDARF is performed for the first time by using observation 

data. My analysis of the CALIPSO Version 3 product shows the occurrence 

probabilities in clear-sky, above-cloud, below-cloud, and cloudy-undetected cases are 

38%, 4%, 16%, and 42%, respectively. This indicates that CALIOP can observe 58% of 

aerosols in all-sky condition, whereas the aerosol observation by passive remote sensing 

is limited only in clear-sky condition, i.e. 38% of aerosols.  

In clear-sky and below-cloud cases, aerosols mainly scatter sunlight and SWDARF 

shows negative values, except for bright surfaces. On the other hand, SWDARF 

globally shows positive value in above-cloud case. In this case, the absorption of 

aerosols is enhanced by the high reflectance of clouds and changes the SWDARF at 

TOA from negative to positive. As for the cloudy-undetected case, I assume the 

SWDARF to be zero, because optically thick clouds dominantly scatter the incident 

sunlight. The above mentioned method of analysis is applied to CALIPSO Version 2 
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and Version 3 products to obtain SWDARFs between 60°S and 60°N under clear-sky, 

cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions as 3.7±0.8, 3.7±0.7, and 2.0±1.2 Wm2. The 

result indicates the difference of the version of the CALIPSO product is as large as 50% 

in all-sky forcing.  

According to previous studies of the global aerosol model intercomparison project 

AeroCom, SWDARF simulated by MIROC-SPRINTARS is smaller negative than the 

mean value of other model estimates [Yu et al., 2006; Schulz et al., 2006; Myhre et al., 

2013]. In this study, SWDARF is also calculated by the latest version of MIROC 

[Watanabe et al., 2010]. In the MIROC model, the optical properties of aerosols and 

clouds are separately calculated in SPRINTARS aerosol module and mstrnX radiation 

module. By detailed investigation of aerosol optical thickness (AOT) and and single 

scattering albedo (SSA) from the two modules, I found that the mstrnX AOT and SSA 

are smaller than those of SPRINTARS, because aerosol size indices of mstrnX is 

different from that of SPRINTARS in order to save CPU time. In order to make the two 

modules consistent with each other, I modified the interface between the two modules to 

set common optical aerosol models with 6 size bins of mineral dust, 4 types of 

carbonaceous aerosols, sulfate, and 4 size bins of sea salt. In this study, this new model 

is referred to as the SPnew model. I confirmed that AOT of each aerosol component and 

SSA of mstrnX agree with those of SPRINTARS within 4% in the SPnew model. 

Absorption of dust and carbonaceous aerosols becomes smaller from the standard model 

to the SPnew model. Zonal averages of SWDARF between 60°S and 60°N under 

clear-sky, cloudy-sky, and all-sky conditions change from 2.0, +0.3, and 0.7 Wm2 in 

the standard model to 2.1, 0.1, and 1.1 Wm2 in SPnew model. 

The vertical profiles of aerosols are globally observed by CALIPSO lidar under 

clear-sky condition. High concentrated aerosols are globally observed by CALIPSO 

lower than 2 km altitude; in particular, aerosol extinction coefficient is larger than 0.05 

at altitude lower than 1 km. On the other hand, the aerosol extinction coefficient in 

SPnew model is underestimated globally below 2 km altitude, while aerosols are 

elevated up to 7 km altitude around source regions of carbonaceous aerosols and dust in 

the model. These results indicate that aerosols are transported higher than the 

observation in a vertical direction, but are hardly transported in a horizontal direction in 

MIROC.  

I compared the the obtained geographical distributions of AOT and SSA from 

satellites and models. The geographical distribution of CALIPSO AOT is found similar 

to that of MODIS observations, while CALIPSO AOT is smaller than MODIS AOT by 

20%. Compared with CALIPSO and MODIS AOT, SPnew AOT is underestimated in 
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almost all regions. This causes smaller negative SWDARF under clear-sky condition in 

the model. It is also found that under clear-sky condition the aerosol extinction 

coefficient of SPnew is smaller below 4 km altitude and larger above 4 km altitude than 

that of CALIPSO. The ratio of CALIPSO AOT to SPnew AOT (CALIPSO AOT / 

SPnew AOT) is 2.14 below 4 km and 0.29 above 4 km altitude. In order to study the 

effect of this difference, I performed a model simulation that aerosol concentrations 

multiplied by 2.14 below 4 km altitude and 0.29 above 4 km altitude in the SPnew 

model. This simulation is referred to as the SP4km experiment.  

Zonal averages of SWDARF between 60°S and 60°N under clear-sky, cloudy-sky, 

and all-sky conditions are calculated in the SP4km experiment as 3.2, -0.3, and 1.7 

Wm2. The zonal average AOT between 60°S and 60°N for SP4km is comparable to 

CALIPSO AOT and the modeled SSA is overestimated, but the zonal average of 

clear-sky SWDARF for SP4km is smaller negative than CALIPSO by 0.5 Wm2. This 

difference is mainly caused by an underestimation of aerosol extinction coefficient 

below 2 km altitude over ocean in the Southern Hemisphere. 

MIROC frequently simulate optically thicker clouds than observation. Off southwest 

Africa, absorbing aerosols emitted by biomass burning in Africa are transported above 

low-level clouds. Aerosols usually undetected below 1.5 km altitude by CALIPSO 

observations in above-cloud case, whereas aerosols are simulated from surface to 5 km 

altitude in the model. In cloudy-sky condition, the modeled SWDARF is more positive 

than the observation, because the absorption of aerosols within/above clouds is largely 

enhanced by higher cloud reflectance derived from optically thick clouds. Over central 

and northern Pacific, optically thick clouds are simulated from the lower to upper 

troposphere in the model, so that clouds mainly scatter sunlight and aerosols cause less 

negative forcing than the CALIPSO case. From these results, the cloudy-sky SWDARF 

in MIROC is considered to be smaller negative than that of CALIPSO.  

Summarizing the results in this study, I like to propose the best estimates of 

clear-sky and all-sky SWDARF of 4.1 and 1.9 Wm2. On the other hand, the global 

averages of SWDARF from the past studies are 4.8±0.8 and 2.7±0.9 Wm2 under 

clear-sky and all-sky conditions [Liu et al., 2007; Kim and Ramanathan, 2008; Ma et al., 

2012; Zhang et al., 2012; Kinne et al., 2013]. My estimate of the clear-sky SWDARF is 

located in between the CALIPSO values obtained in this study and the average of 

previous studies. This conclusion suggests that both the satellite-borne lidar and 

modeling methods have their own characteristic errors in SWDARF estimation. The 

present analysis is considered to be useful to identify causes for errors found in this 

study. 
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Appendix A 

   In this study, four scenarios for radiative transfer calculation in CALIPSO 

observations, i.e. clear-sky, above-cloud, below-cloud, and cloudy-undetected cases, are 

investigated. The conditional occurrence probability of aerosols observed in the 

clear-sky condition is given as  

sky-clearN

N
P a

a  ,                           (A-1) 

where Na is the pixel count where aerosols are observed in clear-sky condition and 

Nclear-sky is the pixel count in clear-sky condition. We use the conditional AOT at 

wavelength of 532 nm for radiative transfer calculations defined as  

a

suma
a N

,
  ,                           (A-2) 

where a,sum is the sum of AOT observed at clear-sky pixels. The clear-sky AOT shown 

in Fig. 2-8 is given as 
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Shortwave direct aerosol radiative forcing (SWDARF) in clear-sky case is defined as  

aa SWDARFPSWDARF skyclear ,                    (A-4) 

where SWDARFa is the SWDARF calculated by using a. 

In a similar way, Pac, Pbc, and Puc are the conditional occurrence probabilities of 

above-cloud, below-cloud, and cloudy-undetected cases, respectively:  
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where Nac, Nbc, and Ncloudy-sky are the pixel counts of above-cloud, below-cloud and 

cloudy-sky cases, respectively. ac and bc are AOTs for radiation calculations in 

above-cloud and below-cloud cases, respectively: 
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                      (A-7) 

where ac,sum and bc,sum are the sums of AOT observed in above-cloud and below-cloud 

cases, respectively. The cloudy-sky AOT is given as 
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The SWDARF in cloudy-sky condition is then given as 
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where SWDARF of the cloudy-undetected case is assumed to be close to zero, because 

optically thick clouds dominantly scatter the incident sunlight.  

The AOT and SWDARF under all-sky condition are given as  

skycloudyskycloudyskyclearskyclearskyall    PP ,                 (A-10) 

skycloudyskycloudyskyclearskyclearskyall   SWDARFPSWDARFPSWDARF ,   (A-11) 

where Pcloudy-sky is equivalent to column cloud cover fraction, C. 

 

Appendix B  

The aerosol size distribution is usually expressed by the log-normal distribution and  

the number size distribution is expressed by  

  2

)ln(
)/ln(

2
1exp

)ln(2ln g

nrr
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rd

dN


 ,                   (B-1) 

where dN/dln(r) is number of aerosol particles with radius in the infinitesimal size range 

r±dln(r), rn is number mean radius, Cn is total aerosol columnar particle number, and 

g is geometric standard deviation (GSD) of the size distribution. The volume size 

distribution is  
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 ,                 (B-2) 

where rv is volume mean radius and Cv is total aerosol columnar particle volume. The 

relationship between rv and rn is expressed by  

  gnv rr 2ln3exp  ,                    (B-3) 

and the relationship between Cv and Cn is expressed by  

   ngnv CrC  23 ln5.4exp
3

4
 .                 (B-4) 

From equation B-4, the average mass of one aerosol particle mp is given by 
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where ma is mass per unit volume. Total aerosol columnar particle number N is given by 

p

a

m

M
N  ,                          (B-6) 

where Ma is total aerosol columnar particle mass. 

SPRINTARS treats 6 size bins of dust particle and 4 size bins of sea salt [Takemura 

et al., 2009]. In SPnew model, aerosol volume size distribution in each size bin is 

defined by the log-normal distribution. Figures B-1 and B-2 show the log-normal 

distributions of dust and sea salt at each sizes based on Table 3-2. From these figures, 

GSDs of volume size distributions for dust and sea salt are set to 1.1 and 1.2 in SPnew 

model.  
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Fig. B-1. The log-normal distributions of 6 different size dust particles in the cases of 

GSD = 1.005 and GSD = 1.1.  

 

 

 

Fig. B-2. The log-normal distributions of 4 different size sea salt particles in the cases of 

GSD = 1.005 and GSD = 1.2.  
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Appendix C 

   I use AERONET Level 1.5 Product [Holben et al., 1998; Dubovik et al., 2006] for 

the comparison of CALIPSO observation and MIROC model. AERONET Level 2 

Product is the quality-assured products. The number of data in level 2 product is only 

10% of that in level 1.5 product, so that AERONET level 1.5 product is used in this 

study. AERONET level 1.5 product includes a certain amount of data which has too 

large absorbing property (() < 0.6); therefore, a data selection procedure is performed 

to remove the low-quality data. I select the data which has 1.33 < mr() < 1.6, mi() < 

0.1, and () < 0.987, where mr and mi are the real part and imaginary part of refractive 

index,  is SSA, and  = 440, 675, 870, and 1020 nm. In addition, I eliminate the data 

which has both () < 0.05 and FMF() < 0.985, where is AOT and FMF is fine mode 

fraction of AOT. After these data selections, SSA at 550 nm is interpolated using SSA at 

440 and 675 nm. The calculated SSA at 550 nm is used for the comparison of CALIPSO 

observation and MIROC model (see section 4.3). 
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